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The properties of epitaxial graphene grown by thermal decomposition of hexagonal
silicon carbide (SiC) have been the focus of extensive research for several decades now. In
this thesis I am interested in the electronic transport properties of the first graphene layer
grown on the (0001) of SiC, referred to as the buffer layer. It has been shown previously that
the buffer layer is structurally a continuous graphene layer subject to periodic interactions
with the underlying substrate. Electronically, the band structure presents a gap around
the Fermi level. While much effort has been devoted to the surface science of the buffer
layer, little is known about the actual dynamics of its charge carriers. To shed light on its
properties as an electronic material, I performed temperature and bias voltage dependent
electronic transport measurements on buffer layer devices. The buffer layer is found to
display an insulating behavior with the conductivity following a 2D Mott variable range
hopping model between 80K and 420K. At lower temperatures, the hopping can also be
activated by a strong bias electric field. An effective temperature can be defined to take
into account both temperature and electric field, which gives an estimate for the localization
length of electrons in the buffer layer between 1 and 2 nm. A model of localization based on
the image potential experienced by charges in the corrugation of the buffer layer is presented




Marie Sk lodowska Curie once said: “I am among those who think that science has great
beauty. A scientist in his laboratory is not only a technician: he is also a child placed
before natural phenomena which impress him like a fairy tale. ”[1] Many would agree that
graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms bonded to each other in a honeycomb lattice,
fits well into this description. Indeed, it has been the playground of an increasing number
of scientists and engineers since its rise to popularity in 2004[2, 3]. A simple look at the
number of publications per year related to graphene between 2004 and 2014 (Fig. 1.1)
shows to what extent it had been the case[4]. Apart from the fact that graphene displays
remarkable mechanical properties[5], most of the excitement towards the first truly two
dimensional (2D) material finds its source in its unique properties as an electronic material:
electrons behave as massless particles and have low scattering probabilities leading to high
carrier mobility[6]. The range of applications that have been dreamed of extends now from
transistors[7] to solar cells[8], including chemical sensors[9, 10], spintronic devices[11] and
supercapacitors[12], to only cite a few. The unique behavior of the massless Dirac Fermions
in graphene has also made it an ideal platform to study novel condensed matter physics
experimentally[13].
The realization of the possibility of producing graphene on an insulating substrate[3, 2]
comes at a time when silicon is getting close to reach a point of physical limitation. Sil-
icon transistors have been made smaller and smaller over the years, following co-founder
of Intel corporation Gordon Moore’s prediction of doubling the number of components per
integrated circuit every one to two years[14]. This prediction, now referred to as ”Moore’s
law”, included the fact that this rate of progress would not be sustainable forever. As
of 2018, semiconductor chip manufacturers are mass producing transistors with a channel
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the number of publications related to graphene per year.
length (the active semiconducting part of the component) around 10 nm[15]. The perfor-
mance of silicon transistors starts to decline at those length scales and their integration
requires more advanced engineering[16]. Alternative materials have been investigated for
decades now, and graphene is only one of many. As many challenges have come on the way
of making graphene a suitable material for electronic applications, other 2D materials have
joined the race towards new relevant technologies.
This is the context in which this thesis is situated. I present here the results and analysis
of experimental investigations performed on the buffer layer, a unique form of graphene
interacting with its underlying substrate, silicon carbide (SiC). While my interest in studying
the buffer layer was triggered by its potential as a semiconductor, perhaps the unforeseen
physical phenomenon unveiled in this work may, in the words of Mrs Curie, ”impress us
like a fairy tale”. Before getting there, I will give in this chapter some generalities about
graphene, its properties and how it is produced. I will spend a large part of this chapter
introducing epitaxial graphene on SiC in more details, as it is the focus of this thesis.
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Table 1: Historical account of the early research on graphene. References and detailed
timeline can be found in Ref. [17]
1840 Graphite oxide prepared by Schafhaeutl, Brodie, Staudenmaier, Hummers
and others
1858 Brodie separated individual layers of graphite oxide in water
1893 Acheson discovered the graphitization of silicon carbide at high temperature
1947 Wallace calculated the band structure of graphene
1962 Boehm and coworkers prepared single layer graphene by reduction of
graphite oxide and Badami observed the graphitization of the surface of
hexagonal SiC
1968 First LEED pattern of graphene by decomposition of small organic
molecules on Pt by Morgan
1970 Segregation of carbon on Ni(100) into monolayer graphite by Blakely and
coworkers
1975 Van Bommel observed the formation of monolayer graphite on SiC by ther-
mal decomposition
1997 Graphene name adopted officially by IUPAC
2004 Geim and Novoselov performed magneto-transport in exfoliated ultrathin
graphite
2004 Berger and coworkers performed magneto-transport in ultrathin epitaxial
graphite on SiC
2005 Geim and Novoselov, and simultaneously Kim, measured electronic trans-
port in exfoliated single layer graphene
1.1 General introduction to graphene
Many of the properties of graphene have been known for a long time, as carbon has been
a substance of interest since at least the 19th century. Table 1 summarizes the history
related to graphene prior to its rise to fame in the mid-2000. One could have also included
carbon nanotubes (CNT) in this table, as their electrical properties strongly mimic those of
graphene ribbons. CNT became the focus of intensive research studies in the 1990s due to,
for instance, their room temperature ballistic conduction[18]. CNTs are rolled up graphene
sheets that can be either metallic or semiconducting. These one-dimensional objects are very
attractive for electronic applications but the difficulty resides in aligning them and selecting
their electronic nature (metal or semiconductor) during their production. Graphene, on the
other hand, possesses the advantage to be a planar material that is compatible with current
lithography processes[19].
As mentioned previously, graphene is a single crystal of carbon atoms placed onto a
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Figure 1.2: a) Graphene is a honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms (represented by blue and
yellow circles in this model) covalently bonded through their sp2 orbitals. The sub-lattices
A and B are highlighted by the two different colors. The unit cell vectors a1 and a2 are
indicated by the red arrows. b) Reciprocal lattice of graphene with position of Γ, K and M
points and reciprocal lattice vector b1 and b2 (black arrows).
honeycomb lattice, as depicted in Fig. 1.2. The unit cell is composed of two atoms and is
defined by the vectors a1 and a2. Two triangular sub-lattices can be defined by the two
carbon atoms of the unit cell, usually named sub-lattice A and sub-lattice B, which are both
Bravais lattices while the honeycomb one is not. This structure has interesting consequences
on the electronic structure of graphene as we will discuss shortly. The lattice constant of
graphene, defined as the length of the unit vectors, has a theoretical value around 2.456
Å[20]. This value can be slightly modulated in real systems due to the interactions with
the surrounding inducing compressive or tensile strain.
Each carbon atom has four valence electrons, in orbitals 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz. They
can hybridize in different way to form bonds with their neighboring atoms depending on
the conditions at which the bond is formed. In diamond, they form four equivalent sp3
hybrized orbitals that form bonds with four neighboring carbon atoms and no electron
is available for conduction. This explains the insulating nature of undoped diamond. In
graphite, CNTs and graphene, three electrons hybridize into sp2 orbitals to from three σ-
bonds in the plane, while the 2pz electron delocalizes to become a π-electron responsible
for conduction. A simple tight-binding model of those pi-electrons is able to describe most
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Figure 1.3: Nearest neighbor tight-binding calculation of free-standing graphene. The
valence and conduction bands touch each other at the K points with a linear Energy-
Momentum dispersion around that energy, forming ”Dirac cones”.
of the electronic structure of graphene. It was first derived by P. R. Wallace in 1947 as















where t=2.7eV is the hopping integral and a is the graphene lattice parameter. As it can
be seen in Fig. 1.3, the valence band and the conduction band touch each other at zero
energy at specific points called the K points. Around those K points the dispersion relation
can be approximated to:





6 is the Fermi velocity. This has a conical shape and is therefore often
referred to as a Dirac cone. It is interesting to note that the energy is linearly proportional
to the momentum, indicating that electrons and holes behave as if they were massless
particles, much like photons, with a constant velocity around that energy. One can also
note that the density of states vanishes at the K points, giving graphene the status of a
semi-metal or zero gap semiconductor, with its dominant charge carriers easily modulated
from n-type (electrons) to p-type (holes).
An interesting consequence of this band structure is the existence of pseudospin in
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graphene, which originates from the fact that it is composed of the two sub-lattices men-
tioned previously. The π-orbitals between A and B are orthogonal, which, by analogy with
the spin of electron that can be up or down, has been described by a pseudospin, which is a
good quantum number. A wave-function that would only reside on sub-lattice A (B) would
have a pseudo spin up (down). The pseudospin of electron in graphene is therefore a linear
combination of state up and state down, and is parallel to the plane of graphene[22]. In
addition, the pseudo spin is aligned with the momentum of the electron, either parallel or
antiparallel. As a consequence of the conservation of pseudospin, backscattering, in other
words the reversal of the momentum, is prohibited. This feature is unique to Dirac electrons
in graphene and is one reason for the high mobility of this material.
1.2 Production of graphene
Discovering new methods to produce graphene has almost became a field of research in it-
self. Some methods produce high crystalline quality graphene crystal on a wafer scale, while
others results in micrometer size flakes, polycrystalline graphene or disordered graphene.
The main avenues of production are mechanical exfoliation of graphite[23], chemical reduc-
tion of graphene oxide[24], chemical vapor deposition[25], and thermal decomposition of
silicon carbide[26, 3].
1.2.1 Mechanical exfoliation of graphite
Mechanical exfoliation is made possible in layered material such as graphite or hexagonal
boron nitride (hBN) due to the weak Van der Waals interactions coupling the layers. This
method has become very popular as it does not require any advanced and expensive piece
of equipment and produces high mobility sample[2, 23]. The most simple most way to
cleave graphite consists in using a piece of scotch tape to repetitively peel layers off of
it until single layer flakes are obtained. The flakes are then transferred to an insulating
substrate such as oxidized silicon or boron nitride for further characterization. Graphene
encapsulated by hBN has proven to show superior properties compared to the one deposited
on SiO2[27]. It is also possible to obtain suspended graphene sheet by chemically etching the
underlying SiO2[28]. Many properties of graphene have been unveiled in exfoliated samples
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such as the quantum Hall effect[29], the fractional quantum Hall effect, indicative of electron-
electron interactions for high quality samples[30], or even unconventional superconductivity
in twisted bilayer graphene very recently[31]. Despite the exciting research performed on
those samples, this fabrication method is unfortunately not industrially scalable[6].
1.2.2 Reduction of graphene oxide
As reported in table 1, graphene oxide has been produced since around 1840. Nowadays, the
reduction of graphene oxide by thermal treatments is a commonly used method to produce
graphene in a cheap way[32]. The quality of the thereby produced graphene samples is
however much lower than those obtained by other methods, and are therefore systematically
referred to as reduced graphene oxide (rGO)[24]. Graphite oxide is initially obtained using
some variation of Hummers method, consisting in exposing graphite to a mixture of water
free concentrated sulfuric acid, sodium nitrate and potassium permanganate[33]. The layers
are successively separated from each other under ultrasonication of the oxide in water. The
reduction of graphite oxide is then performed using various methods, such as purely thermal
annealing, UV irradiation, chemical reduction, or a combination of several of those[32].
Some additional details on the conduction mechanism in rGO will be discussed in chapter
5. Despite the poor electronic quality of rGO, it remains an actively investigated method
to produce industrial scale graphene for many applications.
1.2.3 Chemical vapor deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) involves the decomposition of hydrocarbon gas precursor
on transition metal such as Cu[34], Ni[35], Co[36], Ir[37], Pd[38], Pt[39], or Ru[40]. This
process was also shown to work on SiC[41]. The quality of graphene has been shown to
be dependent on the quality of the substrate, the size of its grains, the temperature of
the substrate during deposition. The concentration of precursor, the growth time and
temperature are all parameters determining the number of layers formed during growth.
The properties of graphene are also different from substrate to substrate due to the different
interactions between the carbon atoms and the underlying substrate. This will be a recurring
theme throughout this dissertation as similar effects occurs for graphene on SiC and are
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responsible for the formation of the buffer layer.
The main disadvantage of CVD graphene (apart from CVD on SiC) comes from the
impossibility to make electronic devices on it as long as it rests on a conductive substrate
that would short the current. Transfering the graphene requires to cover the graphene with
PMMA and to selectively etch the metal away before put the graphene on an insulating
substrate such as SiO2 and removing the PMMA. Such process tends to bring contamina-
tion on graphene leading to reduced mobilities[42].
Much effort is dedicated to improve the aforementioned methods of graphene production.
As we are about to see however, epitaxial graphene on SiC is a very promising platform for
graphene nanoelectronic as well as a material rich in condensed matter phenomena. It is
a simple method to produce high crystalline quality graphene directly on a commercially
available substrate.
1.3 Epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide
Silicon carbide is a wide band gap semiconducor material that can be found in many different
crystal structures, which are called polytypes. It is actually a synthetic material that
initially produced in 1891 by A. G. Acheson who had an interest in its use as a extremely
hard material (close to the hardness of diamond). As we will see in this section, the quality
and properties of epitaxial graphene grown on SiC depend not only on the polytype but
also on which crystallographic face the crystal is terminated. The most commonly used
polytypes are 4H and 6H hexagonal SiC (displaying a band gap of 3.3 eV and 3.0 eV
respectively) which can be bought in the form of wafers. 3C SiC has a cubic structure and
is also the focus of some research studies, although it is not currently produced in the form
of wafers but is usually grown on another substrate[43]. The crystal structures of these
three polytypes are given in Fig. 1.4. SiC can be made either semi-insulating by pinning
the Fermi level in the gap or conductive by specifically electron doping the substrates.
As already indicated in table 1, it has been known for decades that the thermal decom-
position of SiC leads to the formation of thin graphite on its surfaces, down to a monolayer
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Figure 1.4: SiC polytypes 4H, 6H, 3C and their (1120̄) plane. Reproduced from [44].
of graphene[26]. In 2004[3], the 2D nature of the electron gas in graphene on SiC was un-
veiled and the field of epitaxial graphene on SiC as an electronic material was opened. The
amount of research performed on this material has been tremendous since then, and several
review papers are available. See for example [45, 46, 47]. We will give a brief overview of
this very rich field in this section.
1.3.1 Growth
The growth of graphene on SiC is an unusual one. In typical thin film technology, material
is deposited from an external source (such as in the CVD process described above) and the
thickness of the film is controlled by the amount of molecules brought to the surface of the
substrate. Thermal decomposition of SiC, in a sense, is an inverted growth mechanism.
When a piece of SiC is heated above 1000○C in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) , silicon atoms
desorb from the surface and leave behind them carbon atoms rearranging themselves into
graphene layers. Its takes about three SiC bilayers to free enough carbon to form one
layer of graphene; the SiC surface is therefore slowly depleted from material as the growth
proceeds rather than having excess layers as in the usual deposition methods.
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The rate of sublimation of Si atoms in UHV is controlled by the temperature of the
substrate and the chamber pressure. It turns out that this rate surpass the time scale
of reorganization of the carbon atoms in graphene and leads to a relatively disordered
surface, with pits and high variations in the number of layers on the surface of one sample.
To improve the quality of the films, the rate of sublimation can be slowed down using a
background pressure of inert gas such as argon [48]. Silane (SiH4) as been suggested as an
alternative[49], and a method of confining the SiC to let the Si partial pressure built on its
own and control the sublimation rate have been developed[50]. The latter method, called
confinement control sublimation (CCS), is the one used in this work and the experimental
details will be given in the next chapter.
1.3.2 Polar faces
The bilayer structure of hexagonal SiC implies that the (0001) face is terminated by Si
atoms while the (0001̄) face is terminated by carbon atoms. As such, they are referred to as
Si-face and C-face. Commercial wafer are typically cut such that one side is the Si-face and
the other is C-face. The growth mechanism is very different between those two surfaces, as
it will be discussed in this section.
1.3.2.1 C-face epitaxial graphene
As the rate of sublimation of Si atoms is especially high on the (0001̄) face of hexagonal SiC,
it is difficult to control the growth of C-face epitaxial graphene even with improved methods.
While monolayer patches can be produced[51, 52], most studies have been performed on
multilayer graphene[53, 54, 55, 56]. Typical C-face growth using the CCS method yields
five to ten layers, continuous and single crystalline over the surface of a one cm2 sample.
The main specificity of C-face graphene is the electronic decoupling between the layers.
In graphite, the layers are Bernal stacked, where the sub-lattice B is aligned with the
center of the hexagons of the top and bottom neighboring layers. This structure gives
graphite different properties than those of multilayer graphene on the C-face where there
is a rotational stacking preserving the A and B sub-lattice symmetry: the angles between
the layers are such that each layer behaves as if it were an isolated graphene layer[55]. This
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Figure 1.5: a) LEED image acquired at 72.2 eV from 4HSiC(0001̄) C-face with 10 graphene
layers, showing the graphene and SiC spots and the diffuse arcs labeled as the R2+ and R2
rods. The SiC [101̄0] ( = 0) and [112̄0] directions are shown for reference. Reproduced from
[54]. b) ARPES measured band structure of an 11-layer C-face graphene film grown on the
6H SiC. The ARPES resolution was set at 7 meV at h̵ω=30 eV. The sample temperature
is 6 K. Reproduced from [56].
particular stacking is indicated by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) characterized
by arcs in lieu of spots and confirmed by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy[56]
(Fig. 1.5a and b). Mobilities up to 106 cm2V−1s−1 have been observed in the middle layers,
which are close to charge neutrality[57], indicating the extremely high quality of this form
of graphene. This is also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (see section 2.1.2 for details on
Raman) showing no evidence of D peak, the characteristic signature of lattice disorder and
edges in graphene[58].
The main disadvantage of multilayer epitaxial graphene is, well, that it is not a mono-
layer. Top gated devices are limited by interlayer screening and only the upper layer charge
carrier density can be significantly modulated[59]. In addition, the quantum Hall effect is
not observed in those samples[60]. Monolayer C-face graphene has proven to be of good
quality as well. Mobilities can reach 30000 cm2V−1s−1 in the quantum Hall effect regime,
and high frequency transistors have been fabricated[61]. The first C-face graphene layer
has no or minimal interaction with the substrate which differentiates it from the Si-face,
as we will see later. Growth of a continuous monolayer graphene over a wafer scale on the
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Figure 1.6: LEED pattern of a buffer layer sample grown by the CCS method.
C-face of SiC has so far not been demonstrated which appears to be the main challenge of
this type of graphene.
1.3.2.2 Si-face epitaxial graphene
In contrast to the C-face, the growth of graphene happens at a much slower rater on the
Si-face where layer by layer growth can be controlled fairly well[62]. One structural partic-




3)R30○SiC reconstruction in the first layer as observed
in LEED patterns[26] and shown in Fig. 1.6. Note that in contrast to C-face graphene,
the layers on the Si-face are Bernal stacked and therefore present the characteristics of
thin graphite. The first layer is referred to as the buffer layer, as it does not display the
properties of graphene. While many have classified this layer an inactive layer or merely a
detriment to the properties of monolayer graphene on top of it[63, 64], recent studies have
indicated that the buffer layer may be the long awaited ordered semiconducting form of
graphene[65, 66, 67, 68]. Since it is the graphene layer of interest in this work, and that the
interpretation of the transport results presented in chapter 4 and 5 relies strongly on the
knowledge of the structural characteristics of the buffer layer, chapter 3 is entirely dedicated
to the review of its properties. The layer growing on top of the buffer layer behaves as a
single graphene, but its properties are still influenced by the substrate and the underlying
buffer layer. Fig. 1.7 shows the ARPES intensity of such a sample[69]. Around EF , the
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Figure 1.7: a) Experimental energy bands along a line through the K point parallel to the
Γ-M direction. The dashed lines are an extrapolation of the lower bands (below EF ), which
are observed not to pass through the upper bands (above EF ), suggesting the kinked shape
of the bands around EF . The electron density (per cm2) is indicated. b) Band map acquired
in an orthogonal direction through the K point, for which one of the bands is suppressed.
Reproduced from [69]
bands present a kink which has been interpreted to be a renormalization of the bands due
to electron-plasmon coupling. Others have considered the possibility of a small band gap
opening for a monolayer epitaxial graphene to explain this observation[70]. ARPES is only
sensitive to states occupied by electrons. Therefore, there is no intensity measured above
EF and the charge density can be deduced from such measurement. For a monolayer epi-
taxial graphene on the Si-Face, the doping is n-type (electrons are the majority carriers)
with a density of about 1013 cm−2. The origin of the doping was interpreted to be due
(at least partially) to the C-Si polarization at the SiC interface and to the buffer layer
states[71]. This doping can be easily modulated by electrostatic potential (with a top gate
for example)[3] or chemically: adsorption of molecules present in ambient air is enough to
counter dope epitaxial graphene, converting the doping to p-type[51].
The electron (or hole) gas in epitaxial graphene is two dimensional by nature as it
is confined to the plane of the graphene sheet, as demonstrated in early studies[3][72].
Magneto-transport experiments revealed a strong anisotropy of the magneto-resistance,
indicative of that confinement, accompanied by Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations showing
quantization of the electrons into Landau levels. This was further demonstrated in higher
mobility samples with the observation of the quantum Hall effect[73], as previously observed
in exfoliated graphene[29]. With increasing quality of the grown films, epitaxial graphene is
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now considered as a serious successor to GaAs for resistance standard measurements, with
the value of quantum resistance e2/h defined by one of the plateaus in the Hall resistance
as a function of magnetic field[74]. A signature of weak localization in two dimensions is
also observed in the longitudinal magneto-resistance as a peak around B = 0 T. Compared
to other forms of graphene, the mobility of the Si-face monolayer is relatively low, with
µ ≈ 1500cm2.V −1.s−1 at room temperature. Reducing the charge density towards the Dirac
point (with a top gate for instance) strongly increases the mobility, up to 30000 at 29 K[75].
1.3.3 Sidewall nanoribbons
Other form of graphene can be produced on the other facets of SiC. Graphene is known
to nucleate first on the facet of natural steps of the Si-face[76]. Exploiting this property,
artificial trenches can be patterned into the Si-face to serve as a template for graphene ribbon
growth[56]. Sidewall graphene nanoribbons (SWGNR) thereby produced can sometimes
behave as one dimensional ballistic channels for electron transport, mimicking the properties
of carbon nanotubes[18, 77]. For a ribbon of width W and length L, the energy spectrum
can be approximated by
En,m = ±h̵vF
√
(nπ/W )2 + (mπ/L)2 (3)
where n and m are integers corresponding to the transverse and longitudinal modes respec-
tively. It means that for a ribbon of width 40 nm at the charge neutrality point, E1,0=82
meV which corresponds to 600K. So at room temperature, only the n=0 state is occupied.
Ballistic conduction occurs when the mean free path of the charge carrier is much larger than
the size of the device, and the electrons travel through the material without ever scattering.
There is then no voltage drop along the device but there is a necessary drop of voltage
at the interface between the ballistic conductor with only a few transverse modes and the
contacting leads that have infinitely many modes. This induces a maximum of conductance
of νe2/h where ν corresponds to the degeneracy of the lowest energy mode[78]. SWGNRs
are shown to be ballistic conductors at room temperature, up to a record length of 16 µm,
and display mobilities surpassing the theoretical limit for graphene[77]. The ballistic con-
duction is exclusively happening for the n=0 states, which can be seen by applying a top
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Figure 1.8: Cross sectional transmission electron microscopy image of a sidewall nanorib-
bon. The graphene is seamlessly connected to the buffer layer on the top terrace. Repro-
duced from [81].
gate voltage to populate the higher energy states. The increase in conduction when a new
channel is opened is quite small and the corresponding mean free path of the extra channel
is only around 50 nm, which is much shorter than the n=0 channel mean free path. Two
n=0 channels are observed, one that vanishes exponentially for length greater than 160 nm
and another one robust up to around 16 µm before vanishing too and the ribbons becoming
close to insulating as the resistance is measured with varying spacing between probes in a
four probe STM. This behavior is not predicted by any current theory on graphene and the
underlying physics is the subject of on going research.
The properties of SWGNR have been investigated by diverse surface science techniques
confirming the graphene structure of those ribbons[77, 79, 80, 81]. In particular, transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) images of graphene ribbons grown on artificially etched
SiC sidewalls (Fig. 1.8) show that the graphene layer forming the ribbon seamlessly turns
into the buffer layer at the top. This characteristic will be exploited in the fabrication of
buffer layer devices in chapter 4.
1.4 Motivations to study the electronic transport properties of the buffer
layer
We have now introduced some elementary characteristics of graphene and some of its pro-
duction methods. We have drawn special attention to epitaxial graphene as an electronic
material. While layers on the carbon face of hexagonal SiC are isolated from each other,
the layers are Bernal stacked on the silicon face and the substrate has an influence on their
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electronic properties. Many studies have been performed in order to explain the nature of
the buffer layer and how it influences the monolayer on top of it. Those studies have focused
on surface science of the buffer, and an experimental investigation of electronic transport is
missing. As we will see, electronic transport can be helpful to unveil some physics that goes
beyond what surface science is able to show. In addition, the claim that the buffer layer is




This work is experimental in nature. Modern physics and material sciences are very rich
in advanced tools giving the possibility to study in detail the structural and electronic
properties of materials. In this chapter, I will present the experimental techniques used
in the study of the epitaxial graphene buffer layer as well as some used in the literature
review of next chapter. They are sorted into three categories: growth and surface science
of graphene layers, micro and nano-fabrication of electrical devices and electronic transport
characterization techniques.
2.1 Growth and characterization of epitaxial graphene
2.1.1 Confinement control sublimation process
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, epitaxial graphene on SiC was initially obtained
by annealing pieces of a silicon carbide wafer in UHV conditions[26, 82, 3]. The confinement
controlled sublimation (CCS) process, an improved growth method developed and used at
Georgia Tech[50], consists in confining a piece of SiC into a small graphite crucible, heated
by induction in high vacuum (see Fig.2.1). The crucible is closed except for a small leak
hole allowing the slow escape rate of silicon vapor out of the enclosure.
During the growth of graphene, the sublimation of Si atoms from the crucible walls and
from the sample increases the partial pressure to a value depending only on the temper-
ature (see [83]). As a consequence, the graphene growth occurs close to thermodynamic
equilibrium, at a rate solely determined (in theory) by the leak size. The improved quality
of graphene grown via CCS compared to UHV grown samples was demonstrated in many
studies: improved morphology[50], superior device performance[61], and higher crystallo-
graphic order[65] are observed.
The graphite crucibles used in a CCS furnace are initially conditioned by annealing
them with dummy chips of SiC. Silicon is deposited on the inside walls of the crucible and
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Figure 2.1: Confinement control sublimation furnace. Top: photograph of the furnace at
1400○C. Bottom: furnace diagram. Si gas sublimes from the crucible walls and the sample
and is confined to the enclosure allowing close to equilibrium graphene growth.
form Si-C compounds at high temperature. The latter is suggested by a visible change in
color and hardness of the inside of the crucible after conditioning. A re-initialization of the
crucible condition can be achieved by baking it empty at high temperature so that silicon
desorbs from the walls. For a better growth reproducibility between samples, each crucible
is dedicated to one type of graphene growth such as multilayer graphene on the C-face,
buffer layer, single layer graphene on Si-face, sidewall nanoribbons, and others.
In practice, our furnace is controlled by a proportional-integral-derivative controller
(PID) . The temperature is measured by an infrared pyrometer detecting the intensity
received from the infrared radiation of the hot crucible at two wavelengths centered around
1µm. The ratio of those intensities is related to the temperature according to Planck’s
theory of black body radiation. The Stefan-Boltzmann law gives the power P emitted from
a black body of surface area A in terms of its temperature T:
P /A = σT 4 (4)
where σ ≈ 5.67×10−8 Wm−2K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The power set in the
induction furnace is adjusted by the control loop according to the measured temperature.
With the appropriate PID parameters, the crucibles temperature is increased from room
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temperature to 1000○C in about 30 seconds with no overshoot. A mechanical pump and
turbo pump combination gives the system a routine base pressure of 1e-6 mbar outside the
crucible during growth. Pressure as low at 1e-7 mbar can be obtained after pumping for a
couple hours. The system is systematically vented with Ar gas.
The growth of epitaxial graphene by the CCS method usually consists in three temper-
ature steps. A first step at 800○C for 1200 seconds lets water and other loosely adsorbed
impurities to desorb from the crucible walls and the surface of SiC. A second step between
1200-1250○C for another 1200 seconds is used for sublimation of the silicon dioxide that
typically forms on SiC exposed to air, as well as to allow mass flow on the surface. The
third step corresponds to the graphene growth and depends on the targeted result as well
as the crucible size and conditioning.
2.1.2 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful and quick non-destructive measurement allowing a quan-
titative analysis of the growth of epitaxial graphene. It gives information on the number
of layer, doping, disorder and strain in the atomic lattice[84]. Its usefulness and simplicity
makes it an essential characterization step in the fabrication of buffer layer devices.
Raman spectroscopy relies on the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light by molecules.
While most of the light matter interaction results in elastic scattering (known as Rayleigh
scattering[85]), a small portion of the light is absorbed by the molecules and remitted with
a shift with respect to the incident frequency. When this process involves a change in
polarization of the molecule, i.e. a change of shape in the electron cloud, it is called Ra-
man scattering (named after Sir C. V. Raman). If the process does involves an electronic
transition, it is then called infrared absorption.
In a Raman scattering event, a molecule absorbs a photon and is excited into a higher
energy virtual vibrational and electronic (sometimes called vibronic) state (i.e. short lived
and not observable) before relaxing into a state different from the initial one. If the energy
of the final state is higher than the energy of the initial state, the process emits a photon of
lower frequency compared to the incident photon and the difference is called a Stokes shift.
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If the final energy state is lower than the initial one, then it is an anti-Stokes shift.
Because the values of possible shifts are specific to the phonon modes and electronic
structure of a material, Raman spectroscopy provides a signature of the nature of the
chemical bonds present in the sample. In practice, it measures the intensity of the emitted
light at different frequencies to produce a spectrum of the Raman intensity versus the
frequency shift (traditionally given in cm−1).
In monolayer graphene, there are three main Raman scattering events, leading to three
signature peaks in the Raman spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2.2 with the example of quasi-
free standing graphene (hydrogen intercalated buffer layer) on SiC. The G peak, around
1582 cm−1, and the 2D peak, around 2700 cm−1, are always present, while the D peak, at
1350 cm−1, is only present if there is some structural disorder in the carbon lattice, i.e.
a disruption of the lattice periodicity such as defects, edges or grain boundaries. In each
events at the origin of the Raman peaks of graphene, an electron-hole pair is created in a
Dirac cone by an incident photon. The G peak is a result of the inelastic interaction of this
electron with an optical phonon of the graphene lattice to a lower energy excited state. The
electron then recombines with the hole and emits a photon of a frequency lower than the
incident one. The 2D peak comes from a more complex process where a phonon scatters
the excited electron into an different Dirac cone, and a second phonon scatters the electron
back to the initial Dirac cone. Finally, the D peak is a process similar to the 2D peak but
the electron is scattered back into the initial Dirac cone by a defect or a boundary (such as
the edges of a ribbon).
To measure the Raman spectrum of epitaxial graphene and the buffer layer, we used a
Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam HR, equipped with a 532 nm laser focused on the surface of
the sample by a 100x Olympus MPlan N microscope objective. A monochromator filters
the emitted light to one frequency at a time and the photointensity is measured by a CCD
detector. The difficulty in measuring the Raman signal of epitaxial graphene on SiC comes
from the fact that SiC itself has a strong Raman emission in the range of frequency between
1200 cm−1 and 2000 cm−1. A systematic background subtraction is necessary to extract the
weaker graphene signal in that frequency range, as depicted in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Raman spectra of quasi-free standing monolayer graphene on SiC Si-face. The
blue spectrum (on top) is the raw data. The red curve (below) is the spectrum after
subtraction of the bare SiC background
2.1.3 Scanning probe microscopy
Raman microscopy can be used to spatially characterize the surface of epitaxial graphene.
However, the resolution is limited to about 1 µm in our system. Scanning Probe Microscopy
(SPM) is a set of complementary tools with much better spatial resolution, each one of them
providing a different type of information.
As human we used our tactile sense everyday to get insight on the texture of the objects
surrounding us. As we pass our fingers across a surface, even without looking at it, we can
detect whether it is flat or bumpy, smooth or rough, and slippery or more sticky. In a sense,
SPM does the same, but at a much smaller scale that what we are able to sense with our
fingers.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measures the topography of the surface of materials,
lateral force microscopy (LFM) is sensitive to the variation in friction of those surfaces, and
electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) measure their electrical properties. Other techniques
are also available to measure the magnetic properties and work function of surfaces, as well
as to locally measure the conductivity current in a sample. Scanning Tunneling Microscope
(STM) is another SPM technique, originally developed in 1983 at the IBM Zurich research
laboratory[86] and preceding the invention of all other SPM techniques. It measures the
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tunneling current between a conductive tip and the sample, and can provide atomic reso-
lution imaging. This section introduces the SPM techniques that are useful to characterize
the buffer layer.
2.1.3.1 Atomic Force microscopy
AFM was developed in 1986, again by IBM researchers, adapting the principles of the
STM[87]. It is based on the short-range forces acting at the surface of a sample. Those
forces are repulsive near the surface (distance < 2-3 Å) due to Pauli repulsion of overlapping
electron orbitals and attractive otherwise due to Van der Waals forces. The interactions
between a sharp probing tip and such forces can be approximated by the Lennard-Jones
potential, represented in Fig. 2.3a.
The simplest AFM mode available is called contact AFM (C-AFM) . In C-AFM, a sharp
tip scans the sample at a distance of the surface where the forces are repulsive. This tip is
situated at the end of a cantilever with very low spring constant kcantilever < 1 N/m. The
cantilever bends up and down as the tip follows the topography of the surface as depicted
in Fig. 2.3b. A laser beam is reflected on the back of the cantilever towards a position
sensitive photo-detector (PSPD) . The position of the laser spot on the PSPD is recorded
over time by a computer software and converted into a topography map of the surface.
C-AFM is defined by a set-point, which corresponds to the magnitude of the force
applied by the tip on the sample. It is typically taking values between 2 and 10 nN. Higher
set-points can be used to scratch the sample and perform some kind of nanolithography[88].
The contact mode comes with a couple of issues. First, because the tip is in ”contact”
with the surface in C-AFM, it wears out fast and the imaging resolution decreases overtime.
Second, the presence of adsorbed water and nitrogen on the sample in ambient conditions
causes the formation of a meniscus between the tip and the surface which can change the
nature of the interaction. Despite those issues, C-AFM provides a good imaging capability.
It is also the operating mode for acquiring LFM data, as we will discuss later in this chapter.
In order to overcome the issues originating from the tip being in contact with the surface,
a non-contact AFM mode (NC-AFM) was developed[89]. In this technique, the tip hover
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Figure 2.3: Principle of AFM. a) Lennard-Jones potential describing the interactions be-
tween the short range forces of the surface and an AFM tip. C-AFM operates close to
the surface while NC-AFM operates further away from it. b) Basic elements of an AFM.
A 4-segment photodiode measures the changing reflection of a laser on the back of the
cantilever, flexing due to the height variation on the sample.
over the sample at a distance where the forces are attractive, further away than in C-AFM
where the tip is considered to not be in contact with the surface (see Fig. 2.3a). The
magnitude of these forces is weak and it is therefore not possible to measure the deflection
of the cantilever directly like in C-AFM. The cantilever is for into oscillation at a frequency
near its resonance frequency and the change in phase and oscillation amplitude induced by
the surface forces are detected. More technically speaking, the gradient of the surface forces
on the cantilever changes its intrinsic spring constant k0 into an effective spring constant
keff following this equation[90]:
keff = k0 − grad(F) (5)
The resonance frequency shifts from the value k0. as a result, the amplitude of oscillation
changes as well. NC-AFM uses a feedback loop to keep this amplitude constant by adjusting
the distance from sample to tip and the topography is thus recorded.
In certain conditions, sub-atomic resolution can be obtain in NC-AFM[91], but our setup
routinely gives only 10 to 30 nm lateral resolution, limited by the radius of curvature of
the end of the tip. The system used in this thesis is a Park Systems XE-70. Contact tips
are purchased from AppNano, and the model is called SHOCONA. Non-contact tips are
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of LFM signal. The surface structure contains topography features
and is composed of 3 different materials (labelled 1, 2 and 3) with different frictional coef-
ficient µ such that µ1 > µ2 > µ3. Topography features are independent of scan directions
in LFM signal because it laterally bends the tip in the same direction while the frictional
forces signal changes sign between left and right scan.
PointProbe-PlusTM-NCHR made by the company Nanosensors.
2.1.3.2 Lateral Force microscopy
Now that we have described two different AFM modes useful to measure topography, we
will describe lateral force microscopy, a very important technique to characterize epitaxial
graphene.
While topography indicates the structural order of the surface, lateral force microscopy
helps determine what material it is made of and whether or not it is homogeneous. For
epitaxial graphene on the Si-face for example, one can have a mixture of SiC or SiO2 with
the buffer layer, a monolayer and a bilayer graphene. While topography changes can be
associated with those different types of surface, the presence of SiC natural steps makes it
difficult to interpret them. LFM provides a contrast between each of those materials by
detecting the differences of friction on the surface.
LFM is performed using the exact same setup as C-AFM. In addition to recording the
vertical position of the laser spot on the detector, the horizontal position is also recorded
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over time. The lateral deflection of the cantilever is due to the force experienced by the
tip as it scans the surface horizontally. Its magnitude depends on the surface frictional
coefficient, the topography, the direction and speed of the cantilever scan and on the lateral
spring constant. Fig 2.4 illustrate the deflection of the cantilever due to topography and
friction. Because the contribution from topography is independent of the scan direction, a
subtraction of the left and right scans gives a contrast image that solely reflects the frictional
forces.
2.1.3.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
STM utilizes the quantum tunneling effect. In the quantum realm, an electron has a certain
probability to go through an energy barrier even if its own energy is lower than the barrier
height, as long as the wall are thin enough[92]. In STM, a voltage is applied between a sharp
tip and the surface of a material, usually in an UHV chamber. As the distance between
the tip and the surface is reduced to several Angstroms, electrons start tunneling through
the gap in between. The tunneling current varies exponentially with the gap width[86],
making this technique extremely sensitive to height variations. As the tip is scanned across
the surface, the current can be maintained constant by a feedback loop that changes the
distance between tip and sample and those variations are recorded over time to produce
a topography map of the surface. Alternatively, the surface can be scanned at a constant
height while measuring the variation in the tunneling current, at the risk however to crash
on unexpected protuberances.
The tunneling current is proportional to the local density of state (LDOS) of the surface.
A perfectly flat surface with varying LDOS would result in a contrasted STM image that is
not reflecting the topography. A STM image is therefore always a convolution of topography
and LDOS and it can be delicate to interpret it. The LDOS of a sample can however be
measured at each spacial point by sweeping the voltage and recording the current-voltage
characteristics (IV curve). The derivative of this curve, or dIdV , is proportional to the LDOS.
This measurement is referred to as scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS).
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2.1.4 Low energy electron diffraction
We are now introducing low energy electron diffraction (LEED), which exploits the diffrac-
tion properties of incident electron wave functions onto an array of atoms. The surface of
a single crystal material is bombarded with a collimated beam of electrons (with incident
energy of 20-200 eV). The diffracted electrons are collected on a fluorescent screen, form-
ing diffraction spots[93]. This phenomenon was discovered in 1927 by Clinton Davisson
and Lester Germer[94], which at the time confirmed the postulate of wave-particle duality
hypothesized by Louis de Broglie in 1924[95]!
LEED is surface sensitive as the incident electrons leave the surface only if they scatter
near the surface. It is therefore perfectly suitable for the study of epitaxial graphene as it
is a 2D crystal. Samples are mounted on a heating stage in UHV where the surface can be
desorbed of contaminants by annealing it. Monochromatic electrons are ejected from a hot
cathode held at a negative voltage with respect to the sample before being accelerated and
collimated by a series of electronic lenses. Recalling basic diffraction theory, for a beam
of electrons accelerated at voltage V (with momentum kincident) normally incident to a
1D array of atoms with lattice constant a, constructive interference occurs for scattered
electrons with a momentum kscattered making an angle θ with kincident such that:
nλ = asin(θ) (6)
where n is an integer and λ[nm] =
√
1.5
V is the wavelength of the incident electrons.
This, of course, does not suffice to explain fully the origin of the diffraction pattern in
LEED, but captures the essence of diffraction. As discussed in the introduction chapter,
graphene is a periodic 2D lattice that can be defined by its unit cell and the unit vectors a1
and a2 (see Fig. 1.2a). The reciprocal lattice is determined by the reciprocal unit vectors








= hb1 + kb2 (7)
Since k
∣∣
incident (component parallel to the surface) is null for a normally incident beam,
k
∣∣
scattered is directly reproduced on the screen. The LEED pattern is therefore a direct
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representation of the reciprocal lattice of the surface.
LEED is sensitive to only a few atomic layer into the material. For epitaxial graphene
on SiC, it is then expected to observe a superposition of signals coming from the graphene
layer(s) and the top layers of SiC. Additional features resulting from multiple scattering
between layers can arise as well and the interested reader may go to reference [93] for more
information.
2.1.5 X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
We are ending this section with a short description of X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
(XPS). This advanced technique is based on the photoelectric effect, which is the emission
of an electron (referred to as a photoelectron) from a surface due to the absorption of light.
It was discovered by Heinrich Hertz in 1887 and explained by Albert Einstein in 1905, which
led him to receive the 1921 physics Nobel prize. Robert Millikan experimentally confirmed
Einstein hypothesis in 1914, and received the 1923 physics Nobel prize for this work. When
the frequency of a photon hitting the surface of a material is larger than the binding energy
of an electron in the material, an electron can be ejected from the surface with a maximum
possible kinetic energy corresponding the the difference between the photon incident energy
and the electron binding energy.
XPS tools are commercially available. Their development has been made possible after
studies led by Kay Siegbahn[96] in the 1950s, research for which he was awarded (another
one!) the 1981 physics Nobel prize. The sample is placed in a UHV chamber in order to give
a meter size mean free path for photoelectrons traveling from the sample to the detector.
X-rays can be obtained by emitting electrons from a hot cathode and accelerating them
into an anode (typically made of aluminum). When they hit the anode, the deceleration
causes the electrons to radiate X-rays which are subsequently filtered and focused to create
a beam of monochromatic X-rays. An alternative way to produce high intensity X-rays is
to use a synchrotron. Electrons are accelerated to relativistic velocities in a circular motion
and eventually wiggled by a series of magnets to produced synchrotron radiation of X-rays.
XPS gives precise information on the chemical composition of the surface of samples,
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its contaminants, the stoichiometry of the species and even the chemical bonding between
atoms. This information is determined by the specific binding energy of core level electrons,
tightly bound to the nucleus. An XPS spectrum is a plot of the intensity of detected
photoelectrons versus their binding energy. Each peak of the spectrum is associated with
a specific atomic and molecular orbital. C1s for example refers to the electron lying on the
s-orbital of the first shell of a carbon atom. Shift in the binding energy from an isolated
atom are caused by the polarization of the electron cloud when the atom bonds with another
one, and that polarization depends of the nature and number of the bounding atom. Hence,
the binding energies of C1s for sp2 hybridized C-C, sp3 hybridized C-C, C-Si, C-O, C-H,
etc., will all be different from each other, shifted from the original C1s binding energy.
The photoelectric effect can also be utilized to probe the binding energy of valence and
conduction electrons. If the momentum of those electrons is also measured, then the band
structure of the sample can be reconstructed. Such a measurement is made possible by angle
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). In ARPES, the energy of photoelectrons is
measured for different angles the surface is making with respect to the detector, which is
then be converted into a map of the energy versus momentum in the kx and ky direction.
Therefore, ARPES measurements give the band structure of the surface of 3D materials,
and the direct band structure of 2D materials.
2.2 Micro and nano-fabrication
While this work relies strongly on the surface science techniques that have been presented
thus far, the core of this thesis is the study of the transport mechanism in the buffer
layer. Once the buffer layer is grown and characterized, various devices are built out of it
with conventional micro and nano-fabrication techniques. This section will describe those
techniques.
2.2.1 Electron-beam lithography
Lithography techniques are used in microelectronics to produce patterns on a sample or
wafer. The two most common types are optical lithography and electron-beam lithogra-
phy (EBL). In both cases, the sample is covered with a polymer material (called a resist)
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which solubility in a specific solvant (called a developer) depends on the exposure to light
or electrons. While optical lithography is compatible with large scale production, resolu-
tions below 1 µm require advanced pieces of equipment that are generally not available on
university campuses. On the other hand, because of the smaller wavelength of electrons
compared to photons, EBL is able to produce features under 10 nm resolution[97]. The
downside however, is that the resist is exposed one point at a time. This makes EBL much
slower than optical lithography, which can expose a whole wafer to UV light at once through
a mask. As we only study a few devices at a time, EBL is perfectly suitable for our work.
The resist is deposited on a sample by spin coating. The resist is dropped on a sample,
subsequently rotated at several thousands rpm giving a thin and homogeneous layer. The
sample is then baked on a hot plate to evaporate the solvents, leaving a solid polymer film.
The choice of resist is important and there are two types: the exposed parts of positive
tone resist are dissolved when dipped in a developer, while negative tone resist remains
only where it has been exposed. We use poly(methyl methacrylate) dissolve in 6% (PMMA
950 A6) as a positive resist and Ma-N 2400 as a negative resist, both purchased from
MicroChem. Following MicroChem’s recommendation, the developer for PMMA is a 3:1
mixture of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and methyl isobuthyl keton (MIBK)[98]. Although not
specifically designed to develop Ma-N 2400, we use the developer MF-319[99].
Next, the sample is placed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) for exposure. A
software allows the user to control where the electron beam exposes the resist, usually by
the means of a CAD drawing. The exposure time (corresponding to an e-beam ”dose”) for
each point has to be determined accurately, as under exposure leads a pattern not fully
developed, and over exposure may result in the pattern being washed away after during
the resist development. A dose test consist in producing the same pattern repeatedly and
slowly incrementing the exposure time for each to determine the most suitable dose for a
specific pattern and/or substrate.
The sample is subsequently dipped into the developer and the exposed (or unexposed,
depending on the tone of the resist) parts of the resist are dissolved resulting in a customized
microscale mask. At this point, an etch process or a thin film deposition can be performed
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and the resist is finally washed away completely by an appropriate solvent such as acetone
or 1165 resist remover.
The making of a device often requires multiple steps of lithography. In order to align the
current pattern with the pre-existing features of the sample, an alignment step is necessary.
Alignment marks are either deposited in the form of metal crosses or, if PMMA is used as
the resist, alignment marks are patterned and developed first providing an optically visible
landmark around the existing pattern. Optical pictures are then taken in order to quantify
the position of the pre-existing features with respect to the alignment marks.
All devices in this thesis were fabricated using a JEOL JSM-5910, a SEM equipped with
a beam blanker.
2.2.2 Reactive ion etching
Nanofabrication always involve the removal of material at some stage of the process. Reac-
tive ion etching (RIE) is a dry etch method involving chemical reaction of the surface of a
material with the ions of a plasma. One or more gases are sent to a chamber where they are
ionized by a high frequency or DC electromagnetic field. For instance, the carbon atoms in
graphene react with the energized oxygen ions in the plasma to form volatile CO2. In the
making of sidewall nanoribbons, SiC is etched using a mixture of SF6 or CF4 and O2. In
some cases, an argon plasma can be used in which case the etching occurs by sputtering of
the material without involving any chemical reaction.
E-beam resists are not very resistant to oxygen etch, but this is not a concern as their
thickness is relatively large compared to one or a few graphene layers, so that graphene is
fully etched away before the resist disappears.
2.2.3 Thin film deposition
Thin films are layers of material ranging from a monolayer (like graphene) to several microns
thick. Metal thin films are used as drain and source materials, top gates, or interconnects,
while dielectric thin films serve as gate insulators or as protective and capping layers[97].
We use thin film technology for all the above purposes in the making of buffer layer devices.
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There are two main processes of deposition of thin films: chemical and physical deposi-
tion.
2.2.4 Chemical deposition
Chemical deposition involves the reaction of one or multiple precursors (in the form of a gas
or a liquid) at the surface of a substrate, leaving a solid layer after the process. Atomic layer
deposition (ALD)[100], chemical vapor deposition (CVD)[101] and electroplating[102] are
examples of chemical deposition. They tend to be non directional, meaning that the obtain
film will cover most of the exposed surface, including sidewalls, with minimal thickness
variation.
We use ALD for the deposition of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) which serves both as a insu-
lator for top gated buffer layer devices and as a protective layer to prevent air contamination
on the buffer layer (see section 4.1.3). Trimethylaluminum (TMA, Al2(CH3)6) is sent into
the chamber in a short pulse and chemisorbs on the hot surface (200○C) while the remaining
gaseous TMA is pumped out. Water vapor is then sent in a sequential pulse and reacts
with the adsorbed TMA. CH3 forms CH4 with the hydrogen of water and Al reacts with
oxygen forming one atomic layer of Al2O3 as this reaction is self-terminating. The process
is repeated for many cycles until the desired film thickness is reached. ALD is a selective
method of deposition, where the growth mode depends on the substrate. Three growth
modes are identified in the literature[100]: Frank-van-der-Merwe is the ideal growth mecha-
nism where the film is deposited layer by layer, Stranski-Krastanov growth first nucleates as
a layer but quickly forms islands once the substrate is covered, and Volmer-Weber growth
nucleates into separate islands. The latter case is the worse case leading to a rough surface
and potentially numerous pinholes in the film.
Al2O3 deposition by ALD on pristine graphene is known not to work: indeed, a graphene
surface free of defects is chemically inert[103]. Numerous methods have been proposed to
overcome this problem[104], one being to deposit a seed layer of Al2O3 using a physical
process rather than a chemical one. We adopted this solution in our fabrication scheme.
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2.2.5 Physical deposition
Physical deposition techniques can be made a lot more directional than ALD, with minimal
coating on sidewalls of the material and resist. As we already mentioned, it is less sensitive to
the chemical reactivity of the surface. They are preferred for the lift-off process, described
later in this section. Magnetron sputtering deposition[105], thermal evaporation[97] and
electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation[106] are examples of physical deposition. We use a
thermal evaporator to deposit aluminum oxide directly on graphene and the buffer layer
and as a seed layer for ALD. A metal boat, typically made of tungsten, is heated by passing
a high current through it (I >100 A). The boat contains pure aluminum pellets which melt
when the boat temperature reaches the melting point of Al at 660○C. This source is placed
in a vacuum chamber and the sample is placed in front of it. Because of the long mean
free path of evaporated particles in a vacuum of 1×10−7, they travel directly to the sample
where they slowly form a thin film. The thickness of deposited material is monitored by a
piezoelectric crystal which frequency changes with the thickness of the film deposited on it.
In vacuum, the film has the same composition as the source (in this case, Al). To create
an aluminum oxide film, a low pressure (around 1×10−5) of pure oxygen gas is introduced
near the source to oxidize the Al particles before deposition on the sample[107].
Metal thin films are used to contact graphene and/or the buffer layer. Titanium (Ti),
palladium (Pd) and gold (Au) are commonly used for contacting graphene. E-beam evapora-
tion is a better suited technique to evaporate those metals compared to thermal evaporation,
as it avoids any possible contamination from the boat. An E-beam evaporator (see Fig. 2.5)
is composed of a high or ultra high vacuum chamber, metal sources in refractory crucibles,
an E-beam source, a shutter to control the deposition time precisely, a sample stage and
a crystal monitoring the deposition rate and thickness of the film. The e-beam is focused
onto the metal source by a magnetic field to locally melt it. This local heating and the fact
that the crucible is water cooled ensure that the crucible containing the metal source does
not heat up to too high temperature as it does in thermal evaporation. multiple sources are
stored in the chamber and can be selected remotely, allowing sequential depositions without
exposing the sample to air. The sample is placed on a stage situated 50 to 100 cm away
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Figure 2.5: Principle of e-beam evaporation. A beam of electron is focused on the metal
source to melt it locally. The metal vapor travels to the sample through the high vacuum
chamber and the deposition is monitored by the crystal monitor.
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from the source. On some evaporators, the stage can rotate continuously during deposition
to enhance the film uniformity.
We typically use a double layer consisting of 20 nm of Pd deposited at a rate of 0.7 Å/s
on the graphene and 30 nm of Au deposited at 1 Å/s on top of it.
2.2.6 Lift-off
In order to produce patterns of metal films, the so called lift-off method is used. A pattern
is written on a positive tone resist (PMMA) and developed, leaving resist solely around the
pattern. The metal film is then deposited. After deposition, the resist is dissolved in an
appropriate solvent and the film deposited on top of the resist is ”lifted off” the sample,
while the film inside the developed pattern remains. It is important for the deposition to
be as directional as possible to prevent deposition on the sidewalls of the resist and the film
to be discontinuous at the edge of the pattern, otherwise the film made be washed away
everywhere.
2.2.7 Typical process flow
We have now introduced all the fabrication techniques used to make buffer layer devices.
Fig 2.6 show a typical graphene device fabrication process flow, from the growth of graphene
to the device being ready for electrical characterization.
2.3 Transport measurement
We end this chapter with a presentation of electronic transport measurement techniques.
They consist in measuring electrical resistance in various conditions, such as in magnetic
field, as a function of temperature or the composition of environment.
2.3.1 Four point probe stations
Many resistance and resistivity measurements involve four leads (Van der Pauw method and
Hall effect measurement[108], four point probe technique[109], etc.), hence the development
of four point probe stations. Four sharp metallic tips are placed on stages capable of
micrometric displacement in all three directions. The tips can be lowered directly on a
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Figure 2.6: Typical process flow for epitaxial graphene device fabrication. If sidewall
nanoribbons are part of the device design, a lithography and RIE steps are added before the
growth of graphene. Top gated devices requires to add multiple lithography and deposition
steps at the end.
sample, or on lithographically patterned lead pads. Two of them are usually used to inject
current and the two others are measuring a voltage.
For low enough resistance (on the order or less than 1 MΩ), a lock-in amplifier is well
suited to perform electrical characterization. The current is injected by applying a low
frequency (10-20 Hz) AC bias voltage Vbias across a series resistance Rseries much larger
than the sample resistance. This induces a known AC current I = Vbias/Rseries through
the sample. The response of the device to that input current is a measured voltage Vmeas
with same frequency as I. Exploiting the orthogonality of sinusoidal functions (defined as
∫
∞
0 sin(ω1t) sin(ω2t)dt = 0 for ω1 ≠ ω2), the lock-in integrates the product of the output
and input signals over time to cancel any signal with a frequency different than the set
frequency, such as random noise.
Our lab is equipped with a probe station operating in air and one operating in vacuum
or in a specific environment such as pure oxygen or nitrogen. In addition, a resistive heater
made of a nichrome wire allows to anneal the sample off of its adsorbates in the vacuum
probe station (up to 400○C). On the other hand, the air probe station allows for a quick
Hall measurement (see next section) as a small permanent magnet (0.15 T) can be inserted
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just below the sample. Much stronger magnetic field (up to 9 T) can be obtained with the
superconducting magnet of our cryostat.
2.3.2 Low temperature transport
A cryostat is an advanced type of refrigerator capable of reaching cryogenic temperatures.
Our system is a cryogen-free (no need to fill it with liquid helium) superconducting magnet
with variable temperature insert from Cryo industries of America, Inc. It is equipped with
a two stages cold head from Sumitomo Heavy Industries operating on the Gifford-McMahon
refrigeration cycle. Basically, helium gas is compressed to high pressure (300 PSI, which is
about 20 times the atmospheric pressure) in a compressor and expanded in the cold head
resulting in cooling power.
This cools down the magnet to about 3.3 K. Heat exchange to the sample is controlled
by the presence or not of He both in the sample space and the tube surrounding it, which
allows to operate the superconducting magnet below 4 K while the sample is held at high
temperature. The temperature in the sample space can be varied from 4.2 K to 420 K
thanks to a resistive heater placed next to it. A lower sample temperature of 1.6 K can be
obtained by pumping on the surround tube thereby reducing its pressure of liquid helium in
the same volume and therefore its temperature. To maintain that temperature over time,
the quantity of pumped He and injected He gas must be balanced. Finally, four resistive
sensors monitor the temperature in the sample space, the magnet, and the two stages of
the cold head.
Electrical connections with the outside are made possible via feedthroughs all the way
to a sample holder. The sample is glued and wirebonded to a chip carrier which is plugged
in the sample holder.
The sample can be oriented either perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic field, by
choosing the appropriate sample holder. In the perpendicular to the field configuration, the
Hall effect can be measured. As mentioned previously, this can be performed on a sample
at room temperature, which comes handy in the case of the highly insulating buffer layer
at low temperatures (section 4.5.2). The Hall effect is used to measure the charge carrier
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Figure 2.7: The Hall effect for negative charge carrier (electrons) and positive ones (holes).
The sign of the Hall voltage depends the sign of the charges.
type and concentration in semiconductors. It originates from the magnetic component of
the Lorentz force B experienced by a charge q (positive or negative) moving at a velocity
v in a material subject to a magnetic field B:
Fm = qv ×B (8)
Therefore, a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the electrical current I in a thin
slab (thickness t) causes the charge carriers to deviate towards one side of the slab. They
accumulate on the side inducing a potential difference VH in the slab perpendicularly to
the direction of current as depicted in Fig. 2.7. The Hall coefficient, defined as RH =
VH t
BI





If one also measure the conductivity σ of the material, the knowledge of n allows to extract
the carrier mobility µ as σ = neµ.
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE BUFFER LAYER
This chapter is dedicated to an overview of the buffer layer. Information on the atomic and
electronic structure of the buffer layer is crucial in order to interpret the transport properties
given in chapter 4 accurately. While many groups have attempted to characterized the buffer
layer with surface science techniques, the nature of the interactions between the carbon
atoms of the buffer layer and the silicon atoms of SiC remains a subject to controversies.
My interest here is to first give the reader an understanding of the atomic morphology of
this unique graphene layer. Second, most of those results have served as references for the
production and quality check of the buffer layer samples produced throughout this thesis
research work. Therefore, some of the figures contained in this chapter are my own data.
Others will be annotated with a reference.
3.1 Atomic structure
Chemical functionalization has been one avenue to produce a semiconducting form of
graphene. The chemical bonding of atomic species at the surface of graphene breaks the A
and B sub-lattice symmetry and can create a band gap[110, 111]. The main hurdle with
this path is the inherent disorder brought by the functionalization of the sp2 bonds.
A more ordered functionalization can also be triggered by interactions with the substrate.
Logically, this process is dependent on the strength of those interactions, the ordering of the
substrate itself and the alignment between the substrate and the graphene lattice. There
are no evidence for example that the (0001̄) face of SiC induces a functionalization of the
first layer of C-face graphene, while the (0001) face does. Some kind of ”buffer layer”, i.e.
a graphene layer functionalized to the point of making the Dirac cone vanish, have been
observed for epitaxial graphene on certain metals. In some cases such as graphene grown
epitaxially on iridium, the incommensuration between graphene and the substrate merely
imposes a Moiré pattern and induces replicas cones and minigaps in the band structure
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Figure 3.1: A model of a graphene layer (honeycomb lattice) grown on 1x1 Si-terminated
β-SiC(111) (dots). A,B,C,D,E and F indicate positions where the C atoms on the top
layer coincide exactly with the Si atoms on the second layer. The dotted circle, G, outlines
positions where the C atoms and Si atoms nearly coincide. The graphene honeycomb
spacing is 2.46 Å and the Si-Si spacing is 3.1 Å . Reproduced from [114].
as observed in ARPES measurements[112]. In other cases however, the band structure is
profoundly modified. For instance, the first epitaxial graphene layer on ruthenium is also
a true graphene layer but periodically interacts with the underlying substrate giving rise
to a large corrugation following a Moiré pattern on top of the graphene 1×1 structure[39].
The band structure does not have a Dirac cone unless some kind of intercalation (by Au
atoms for example) decouples the layer into quasi free-standing graphene[113]. As it will be
discussed in chapter 5, the similarities between the buffer layer on Ru and the one on SiC
could extend to their electronic properties and the localization of the electrons.
3.1.1 LEED pattern and STM measurement





reconstruction[26] (later referred to as 6
√
3) but was not aware of the existence of a
graphitic ”buffer layer”. In the 1990s, STM experiments on UHV annealed cubic β SiC(111)
surfaces[114][115] (which is equivalent to Si-face of 4H and 6H SiC) as well as on 6H Si-
face[53] revealed a 6x6 periodicity superimposed with the 1x1 graphene lattice, while LEED
consistently displayed 6
√
3 as seen on Fig. 1.6. The authors proposed a model of an incom-
mensurate monolayer graphite (the name graphene was only proposed a few years later)
laying on top of bulk SiC to explain the discrepancy. In that model the true periodicity of
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Figure 3.2: STS and STM images taken on the buffer layer. a) and b) are measured on a
UHV sample[116], STM tunneling voltage Vt=0.6V and current It=100pA , c) and d) are
also a UHV sample measured at room temperature[117], Vt=1.7V and It=300pA, e) and f)
are mearured on a sample grown by the CCS method[77], Vt and It not indicated, and g)
and h) are taken on one of our CCS grown samples with the help of P. First and H.-J. Wu,
Vt=1.0V and current It=100pA.
6
√
3 is created by each carbon atom that aligns on top of a silicon atom (points A,B,C,D,E
and F in Fig. 3.1). The 6x6 unit cell is defined by three of these points (such as B, C and
D) plus a carbon hexagon surrounded by 6 silicon atoms (point G).
Still, the authors considered that first carbon layer to be a free standing graphene
sheet. A subsequent STM study[118] showing large area 6x6 periodicity, coupled with X-
ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) adopted the concept of a carbon nanomesh with a
mixture of carbon atoms that covalently bonds to the substrate (S2 peak in XPS data)
and some that lie freely above the surface (S1 peak). It wasn’t until 2007 that numerical
calculations[119][64] made on unit cells smaller than 6
√
3 predicted the presence of an
insulating ”buffer layer” which interaction with the substrate would dramatically change
its π-bands compare to pristine graphene. STS revealed the presence of a gap in the density
of states around the EF of about 400meV[116]. Since then however, STS measurements
consistently observed a gap around 1 eV[117][77][120][121]. Fig. 3.2 compare the STS and
STM images from three different papers, with a), b),c) and d) measured on UHV grown
samples and e) and f) grown via the CCS method with a recipe optimized for the growth of
sidewall graphene nanoribbons. The long range ordered 6x6 as well as the graphene lattice
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is visible on the STM image d) confirming the continuity of the graphene layer, and image
f) shows a higher definition of the unit cell. g) and h) are measurements taken on one of
our own CCS grown samples at room temperature, confirming the consistency of STS and
STM with previous studies.
3.1.2 Intercalation of the buffer layer
One of the most important discovery made on the buffer layer is that it can be converted
into a quasi free-standing graphene (QFSG) layer by intercalating chemical species at the
SiC interface. This confirmation that the buffer layer is structurally graphene was initially
given by Riedl et al.[122]. They showed that the buffer layer converts to a slightly p-doped
QFSG layer upon annealing between 600○ and 1000○ in molecular hydrogen at atmospheric
pressures. Later on, the structural integrity of the QFSG thereby produced was confirmed
by STM measurements[117]. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) indicates that it is lifted upwards by
2.1 Å compared to the buffer layer and is indistinguishable from other graphene layers on
top of it, if there are any[123]. Transport measurements performed on QFSG indicate that
it is of superior quality than a regular Si-face monolayer (that is, a monolayer graphene on
top of the buffer layer) with mobilities reaching 3100 cm2V−1s−1 at room temperature and a
reduced full width at half maximum of 24 cm−1 for the Raman 2D peak[124]. this 2D peak
is shift to lower values indicating the presence of tensile strain. Upon intercalation, it has
been shown that the SiC surface is saturated with hydrogen bonds, and that the process
can also lead to local defect in the form of sp3 C-H bonds[125].
For reference, here are the other species known to intercalate under the buffer layer:
Al[126], Au[127], Bi[128], Ca[129], Cu[130], F[131], Fe[132], Ge[133], H2O[134], Li[135],
Mn[136], Na[137], O2[138], Pb[139], Pt[140], Si[141], Sn[142], Yb[143]. The properties of the
obtained graphene layer changes with the intercalated atoms. For instance, Li intercalation
occurs at room temperature and forms a n-doped graphene layer, and Pb induces a new
Moiré pattern.
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Figure 3.3: The C1s spectral decomposition for a buffer layer (BG0) film. The fits are at
a photon energy of E-Ephotons = 0.25 eV. The residual maps [(d), (e), (f), (i), and (j)] for
each fit are shown as a function of E-Ephotons and binding energy. Vertical lines in the maps
mark the best-fit binding energy peak positions of each component. (a) C1s spectra using a
3-component fit with two buffer components, S1 and SB2, plus a bulk SiC component CB.
(b) A 4-component fit similar to (a) but with an additional component labeled C’B. (c) A
5-component fit similar to (b) but with the additional component SG. From reference [67]
3.1.3 XPS analysis
We have already mentioned that the XPS spectrum of the buffer layer has multiple compo-
nents. Ascribing the XPS components to carbon species has been subject to controversies
in the past, but a more recent and careful analysis identifies three distinct components in
the buffer layer structure[67] (see figure 3.3). It was shown that using only the two com-
ponent S1 and S2 did not give the best fit of the experimental data. In addition, with the
knowledge of a quasi 6×6SiC reconstructed interface under the buffer layer[66], it seems that
considering a single component for the contribution from SiC to the C1s spectrum is only an
approximation. The fit residuals are minimized (Fig. 3.3c and f) by adding one component
to the SiC contribution and one to the buffer layer. The interpretation and justification of
the three buffer layer XPS components is facilitated by a combination of X-ray reflectivity
(XRR) and X-ray standing waves (XSW) measurements which also identifies three different
atomic species in the buffer layer, each residing at an different average distance from the
substrate. In light of this, SG was confidently associated with carbon atoms residing far
away from the substrate, and S1 with atoms the closest to the substrate and bonding to Si
atoms. Finally, this model attributes S2 to intermediate atoms between S1 and SG.
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of the buffer layer vertical density distribution, ρ(z), derived
from XSW (dashed line) and XRR (solid line). The density is normalized to the density of
a graphene layer. Reproduced from [67].
3.1.4 Measurement of the buffer layer corrugation
The XRR and XSW techniques mentioned above give a quantitative measurement of the
amplitude of corrugation of the buffer layer. The average minimum distance from the
substrate is found to be around 1.9 Å and the width of vertical distribution is 2.4 Å[67].
This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Other techniques have also been used to estimate this corrugation amplitude, such as
STM[118] where they find a height difference up to 3.5 Å between bottom and top of
the corrugation. Smaller differences were observed for films annealed for a shorter time,
indicating a certain dependence of the morphology on the recipe used, at least for sample
grown in UHV. The pattern in STM measurement was however alternatively considered to
be due to electronic effects[144], indicating the difficulty to make strong conclusions based on
STM measurements only. TEM measurements (Fig. 3.5c and d) found an average smallest
distance to the substrate of 1.9 Å and an amplitude of 0.9 Å only[68]. This discrepancy
with the XRR results may be due to a lower resolution of TEM compared to X-rays, or due
to the sample preparation for TEM measurements. As such, the amplitude given by XRR
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Figure 3.5: Top and side views of the buffer layer structure. a) STM image (I = 0.25
nA, V = 1.5 V) of the buffer layer, showing the quasi-6×6SiC periodicity (black diamond).
b) Close-up on the image shows the graphene honeycomb structure without hexagonpen-
tagonheptagon defects. c) TEM image of a cut through the buffer layer grapheneSiC in-
terface. The dotted line is a guide to the eye above the buffer layer to show the bonding
points of the buffer layer to the substrate. The overall periodicity between bonding points
is 1.5 nm, compatible with a 6×6SiC period. (d) Vertical profiles of the interface in c have
been obtained by averaging the TEM data over several regions where the buffer is attached
to the substrate (contact) and where it is decoupled (bump). The red arrows in panel c
indicate where the contact profiles were measured. Reproduced from [68]
will be used in our analysis later on.
3.1.5 Comment on the nature of the interactions
The distance between the substrate and the closest carbon atoms is about 1.9 Å which is
essentially the same as a Si-C bond in SiC. The S1 peak in XPS is also close to the binding
energy of Si-C in SiC once the overall shift of the σ-bonds of 1 eV downwards is taken
into account[63] (see section 3.2 below). This has lead some confusion in the literature
about whether or not there is a sp3 character in the bonds between those carbon atoms and
the substrate. Some references avoid the nomenclature all together and simply talk about
covalent bonding[63, 145] while others consider the mixture of sp2 and sp3 as the origin of
the buffer layer band structure[66, 67].
A criteria on the character of carbon bond was proposed as a function of the angle
between the bonds of a carbon atoms[146]. Fig. 3.6 shows the evolution of the angles
between a π-orbital and the other bonds as a function of the hybridization character which
can be completely sp2 (on the left side of graph), completely sp3 (on the right side) or a
mixture of both. Note that the bond takes a more sp3 character only past an angle of 105○.
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Figure 3.6: Relationship between the σ-σ and σ-π interorbital angles and the hybridization
at a carbon atom between the extremes of sp2 (planar geometry) and sp3 hybridization
(tetrahedral geometry). Reproduced from [146]
While the measure of the bond angles between carbon atoms in the buffer layer has not
be quantified, atomic resolution STM and TEM (Fig. 3.5) qualitatively show a relatively
smooth corrugation. There is no doubt that a careful study of the exact structure of the
buffer layer and its bond angles would bring further insight on the matter. In addition, the
ease of intercalation of species decoupling the buffer layer (at room temperature in some
cases) from the substrate is intriguing and seems also to argue in favor of weaker interaction
than pure covalent bonding. The relevance of this question will come to light in chapter 5
where the transport properties of the buffer layer are interpreted.
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Figure 3.7: Example of a Raman spectrum of a buffer layer sample grown via CCS.
3.1.6 Raman spectroscopy
Epitaxial graphene is well characterized by Raman spectroscopy, and the buffer layer has
its own Raman signature, which remains relatively unexplained. Fig. 3.7 shows a typical
Raman spectrum of the buffer layer. The 2D peak characteristic of graphene is absent, a
broad peak is found around 1355 cm−1 which corresponds to the D peak position, and two
broad peaks are resolved around 1480 cm−1 and 1580 cm−1 the latter being the position of
the G peak in graphene. A non zero intensity is present between those two peaks. Fromm
et al.[147] attempted to identify the Raman spectrum of the buffer layer and associated
it with a vibrational density of states. Their model qualitatively agree with some of the
observed features but does not reproduce the full spectrum.
While the Raman spectrum of the buffer layer is yet to be explained quantitatively, it is
a quick and powerful characterization of the film. Some discrepancy between experiments
can be found with sometimes the observation of a higher D peak, which could be ascribed
to more defective films[148][149].
The Raman spectra obtained for the samples measured in the next chapter qualitatively
agree with those published in references [147] and [67], the latter being the reference from
which we take the buffer layer corrugation amplitude.
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3.2 Band structure
3.2.1 ARPES measurements and calculations
ARPES measurement were done on UHV grown sample revealing certain aspects of the band
structure of the buffer layer[63]. Fig. 3.8 shows the obtained band dispersion along the Γ-K
and Γ-M directions of the brillouin zone. Graphene like σ bands are observed between 5.1
and 22.7 eV which is the same width (17.6 eV) as for graphene. This indicates that the
nature of C-C in plane bonds is very similar to that of graphene and that the average C-C
distance is the same. This conclusion is corroborated by the similar size of Brillouin zone in
LEED pattern of monolayer graphene and buffer layer[63]. However, compared to pristine
graphene, the whole bands are shifted 1 eV down in energy. Si-face monolayer bands are
shifted about 0.4 eV down due to spontaneous n type doping attributed to the substrate
charge transfer and a similar explanation for the buffer layer is plausible but other effects
are also to be taken into account. Indeed, the π bands are dramatically changed compared
to graphene and up to this day, the features that ”replace” the graphene bands are yet to be
explained fully. The shape of the intensity centered around Γ suggest a dispersive π band
but shifted by 3.2 eV down with respect to graphene. The brightest bands cross each other
around 3.2 eV below the K point of graphite, and their highest energy can be seen around
2.3 eV. Emtsev et al.[63] compared this shift in energy to a mechanism similar to graphene
grown via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on nickel (111) surfaces where a lowering of
the π bands was attributed to partial hybridization with the states of the substrate[150].
In addition to the shift, there are multiple reflection planes between Γ and K. This has
been attributed to band folding due to the additional periodicities in the buffer layer[63].
Above 2.3 eV, Emtsev et al.[63] concluded that the spectral intensity is due to two non
dispersive surface states g1 and g2 situated at 0.5 and 1.6 eV below EF . However, more
recent ARPES measurements done on samples grown by the CCS method, with a much
higher resolution in energy above 3 eV and data taken in all momentum directions revealed
that those two bands are actually dispersing states[65], with no visible intensity above 0.5
eV, as shown in Fig 3.9c.
While density functional theory (DFT) calculations done on a commensurate graphene
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Figure 3.8: Photoemission intensity map vs binding energy and parallel electron momen-
tum of UHV grown a) buffer layer and b) monolayer graphene on top of the buffer layer.
Reproduced from [63].
layer with a 6
√
3 unit cell on top of a truncated bulk SiC failed to predict this band gap[145],
it presents some interesting resemblances in the band structure compared to the ARPES
data as highlighted in Fig. 3.9. The calculation (displayed in a) yields of lots of bands that
are not presents in the experiment, but a lot of the features visible in the ARPES find a close
match in the simulated band structure for energies below -3 eV. Note that the bands crossing





3R30○[64]. Panel c) of Fig. 3.9 is reproduced from Nevius et al.[65] where the
authors compare the low energy ARPES spectrum (above -3 eV) to the DFT results and
argue that despite the lack of band gap, the produced bands present some similarities with
their experimental data. In addition to that, the calculations in [145] yield a 6x6 quasi-
periodicity in simulated STM images, in agreement with the numerous experiments. Yet,
the picture remains incomplete and more study needs to be done to unveil the origin of
the band structure of the buffer layer. Recent surface X-ray diffraction experiment (XRD)
indicates an incommensuration between the buffer layer and SiC[66]. The incommensuration
between the buffer layer and the bulk SiC creates a mutual structural modulation between
the graphene lattice and SiC. The periodicity of this modulation was shown to be λ =
6(1+δ)aSiC where δ = 0.037. It was also shown by tight-binding calculations that the
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of ARPES data with DFT calculated band structure. a) DFT
calculated bands reproduced from [145]. Red dashes are corresponding to the selected DFT
bands that found a close match in ARPES data. b) ARPES data with overlaid selected
bands from DFT calculation. Reproduced from [63] c) Low energy ARPES data with
overlaid bands from DFT calculation. Reproduced from [65]
commensurate tight-binding model does not yield a semiconducting buffer layer while the
incommensurate one results in a band gap of 0.8 eV. In light of this, future theoretical
modeling aiming to accurately describe the buffer layer band structure should consider that
incommensuration in the calculation.
3.2.2 Conduction band
Since ARPES is only sensitive to occupied states, the conduction band cannot be probed
with this technique. It is known from STS that there are electronic states available around
0.5 eV above the Fermi level, but their dispersion is not determined. Angle-resolved inverse
photoemission spectroscopy (ARIPES) follows a reversed principle to ARPES by initially
populating the unoccupied states by a beam of incident electrons. A photon flux is generated
by the radiative transitions of the incoming electrons into unoccupied states in the sample.
This flux is measured in order to reconstitute the band structure. This technique was used
on the 6
√
3 phase of SiC (and therefore the buffer layer) but it did not resolve graphite
related states below 2 eV[82]. As UHV grown samples have proven not to give the best res-
olution of the band structure of the buffer layer, this does not give definitive conclusions on
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of ARPES data before and after Cs depostition. The Dirac point
from the small coverage of monolayer graphene is shifted 1 eV down while the top of the
buffer layer band is only shifted about 0.3 eV.
the conduction band of the buffer layer. In an attempt to study the conduction band of the
buffer layer, we performed ARPES measurement at the CASSSIOPEE beam line of the Syn-
chrotron SOLEIL in collaboration with Dr. Antonio Tejeda, Dr. Amina Taleb-Ibrahimi and
Dr. Maya N. Nair. Cesium (Cs) was used to electron doped the buffer layer, as Cs deposi-
tion on epitaxial graphene is known to shift the Fermi level up by 1 eV[151]. The deposition
is done in situ the ARPES system and the sample is measured before and after deposition.
The sample contains some traces of monolayer graphene on the step edges giving rise to a
faint Dirac cone in the ARPES data (Fig. 3.10). It serves as a reference to see the doping
level in the sample. As it can be seen in the data presented in Fig. 3.10, the Dirac point of
graphene is shifted about 1 eV down but the top of the valence band of the buffer layer is
only shifted about 0.3 eV down and no conduction band is observed. While we only show
the ARPES data around the K point, no conduction states were revealed over the whole
Brillouin zone. It is not known at this time why the electrons from the Cs did not populated
higher states in the buffer layer, but one would expect that such a high level of doping to
start populating the bottom of the conduction band if there was a symmetry between holes
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and electrons as predicted by the tight-binding model of reference [66]. This arises ques-
tions concerning the presence of a dispersive conduction band or not above the Fermi level.
We have now described what is known of the atomic and electronic structure of the
buffer layer. The possibility to convert it into a good quality QFSG layer indicates it is
a continuous graphene layer. The periodic interaction with the underlying SiC, while not
fully determined in nature, induces a large hexagonal corrugation of 2.4 Å. Electronically,
the density of state vanishes around the Fermi level in a 1 eV gap. While the valence band
has been resolved as a wide but dispersive band, the conduction band remains unknown.
Electrons above the Fermi level should however be the one participating in the conduction,
if there is any, and transport studies are needed to determine the charge carrier dynamics
of the buffer layer.
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CHAPTER IV
TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS ON THE BUFFER LAYER
The most recent studies of the buffer layer have been motivated by the idea that the buffer
layer is an ordered semiconducting form of graphene and could potentially be utilized for
conventional field effect transistors[65, 66, 152, 67]. Despite this claim, the buffer layer
carrier mobility or its current switching capability have not been investigated. In fact, a
study of the electronic transport or device fabrication is completely missing in the literature
except for some preliminary experimental data presented in the PhD dissertation of Dr.
James Palmer[153]. His work focused mainly on very short channel buffer layer devices and
concluded that most of their resistance was situated in the Schottky barrier between the
graphene leads and the buffer layer. While those short channel devices did not have any
field effect response from a top gate, it was demonstrated that some devices with longer
channel displayed an on/off current ratio IonIoff = 10
3. However, the minimum resistance of
those gatable devices was very large: around 200 MΩ.
In this chapter, I demonstrate that the electronic transport in the buffer layer is dom-
inated by Mott variable range hopping conduction and that it displays more an insulating
behavior than a semiconducting behavior. In the first section, I describe some device fab-
rication considerations specific to the buffer layer. In the second section, I examine the
influence of the contacts and establish that the main contribution of the resistance comes
from the buffer layer channel itself when the samples have been desorbed from air con-
taminants. Section 3 addresses the modulation of the conductance of buffer layer devices
through the adsorption of different gases and in response to a gate voltage. I report about
some experimental attempts to measure the influence of a strong perpendicular magnetic
field in the buffer layer in section 4. Finally, section 5 presents the results of two-point
resistance measurements as a function of temperature and electric bias. The analysis shows
how it fit perfectly the model of Mott variable range hopping in two dimensions.
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Figure 4.1: SWGNRs and buffer layer seamlessly connected in a top gated device geometry.
4.1 Device fabrication considerations
The fabrication of buffer layer devices presents some unique challenges that we underline
in this section. The preparation of the SiC surface before growth, the growth itself and the
importance on the packaging of the devices are all addressed.
4.1.1 SiC surface preparation for buffer layer devices
As described in section 1.3.3, SWGNRs form on the sidewall of natural SiC steps and
would short a device built on a area that is not free of such steps. On the other hand, those
nanoribbons can be grown in a controlled manner and utilized as electrical leads to inject
current in the buffer layer, as SWGNR are seamlessly connected to the buffer layer on top
of the trenches (see Fig. 1.8 of section 1.3.3). Fig. 4.1 shows a proposed geometry for a top
gated buffer layer device, where the channel is made of the buffer layer grown on top of an
etched trench. The seamlessly connected SWGNRs act as source and drain for the device.
Alternatively, devices can be built with Pd/Au contacts directly deposited on a SiC step
free buffer layer area.
The issue is that step flow and step bunching naturally occur on the Si-face of SiC during
graphene and buffer layer growth[154]. In order to gain a control of the step flow, amorphous
carbon corrals have been proposed as a mean to pin the SiC surface during growth, forcing
the steps to bunch at those carbon barriers and creating large flat terraces during graphene
or buffer layer growth[155]. More generally, promoting a large step bunching during or
before graphene growth allows to produce large step free buffer layer areas. We adopted a
method along those lines, referred to as ”face-to-face” annealing[156]. It consists in stacking
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Figure 4.2: NC-AFM topography images of SiC surface after face-to-face annealing for a)
4○ off-axis 4H SiC and b) on-axis 4H SiC.
two (or more) pieces of SiC in a closed (no leak hole) graphite crucible, with their (0001)
surfaces facing each other. Due to this confinement and the exchange of Si atoms from
one surface to the other, graphene growth is inhibited up to at least 1700○C in an argon
background pressure above 1 atm. Step flow and step bunching on the two (0001) surfaces
are then largely promoted: Fig. 4.2 shows the result of such an annealing for two hours for
(a) a 4○ off-axis SiC wafer and (b) an on-axis wafer. The smaller the miscut angle is, the
larger the terraces can be obtained.
The recipe systematically used to produce large terraces with a step height above 10
nm is the following: up to six samples at a time are placed in the graphite crucible, Si-face
placed face-to-face two by two. The chamber is pumped down to a pressure below 5×10−6
mbar and the crucible is heated to 800○C for 30 minutes. Just before the end of this heating
step, the vacuum pump is stopped and 4 sccm of argon is flown in the chamber at about
16 PSI. The temperature is then increased at a rate of 10○C/s up to 1700○C where it stays
for two hours before cooling down to room temperature, still under Ar flow. If the same
process is performed at a lower temperature, the step height is significantly reduced. For
instance, annealing an on-axis SiC sample at 1550○C creates steps around 5 nm high only,
and the surface is not stable during the subsequent growth of the buffer layer. Fig. 4.3 a)
and b) shows the meandering of steps due to the growth process, and ”canyons” forming
inside the terraces for steps averaging around 5 nm high. The surface structure has a much
higher probability to be preserved when the steps are higher than 10 nm, as shown in Fig.
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Figure 4.3: C-AFM topography images of SiC surface after growth of the buffer layer
succeeding face-to-face annealing at a) 1550○C (with its corresponding LFM image in b)
and c) 1700○C (LFM in d). Dark contrast in LFM corresponds to graphene ribbons.
4.3 c) and d).
In the case of SWGNR-contacted buffer layer devices, nanostructures are patterned and
etched with RIE on large SiC terraces before growth. Hall bar geometry and two-terminal
devices can be made, as shown by AFM and LFM images in Fig. 4.4. A subsequent
patterning and a RIE etching with O2 define the device geometry by removing the extra
buffer layer and graphene shorts between terminals. Pd/Au is finally deposited on the
SWGNRs or directly on the buffer layer (Fig. 4.5) for wire-bonding.
4.1.2 Growth parameters
More than 200 buffer layer samples were grown throughout this work. As mentioned in
section 2.1.1, the CCS method was use to produce the graphene. The crucible used for the
growth of the buffer layer has an inner diameter of 4.5 mm, a depth of 8 mm (once the
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Figure 4.4: Examples of nanostructures for graphene contacted buffer layer devices. a)
AFM image and b) corresponding LFM of a Hall bar device after graphene growth. c)
AFM image and d) corresponding LFM of a series of two-terminal graphene contacted
devices. Dark contrast in LFM is low friction graphene ribbons.
Figure 4.5: NC-AFM topography images Pd/Au contacts directly deposited on the buffer
layer. a) In line contacts b) Hall bar geometry.
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cap is on) and leak hole of 0.5 mm in diameter and 6.6 mm long. Recipes varies slightly
depending on the desired result. The chamber is pumped down to 1×10−6 mbar before
baking the sample for 20 min at 800○C to desorb air impurities. A step at 1250○C for
another 20 min is systematically used to decompose the oxide layer that forms naturally
on the SiC surface exposed to air. The buffer layer eventually grows at 1440○C. Annealing
SiC for 20 min at this temperature will produce a surface almost free of graphene growth
on the step edges, ideal for contacting the buffer layer with metal contacts. Annealing for
an extra 10 min (30 min total) results in higher amount of graphene growth, as shown by
LFM in Fig. 4.4 b and d. The consistency of the buffer layer growth is also checked with
Raman spectroscopy.
4.1.3 Sample packaging and definition of a ”clean” device
As it will be discussed in details in section 4.3.1, the resistance of buffer layer devices is
strongly dependent on the presence of adsorbates. Consequently, a thick protective layer of
Al2O3 is deposited on the devices in order to study their intrinsic behavior. The samples
are left bare when their purpose is to study the effect of the environment, as in section
4.3.1.
Once the Pd/Au contacts are deposited on a sample, it is annealed at 500○C for 20
min in vacuum, at a base pressure of 2×10−7 mbar. This process desorbs most of the
loosely bound contaminants, while leaving the metal contacts intact, as confirmed by AFM
characterization. The fabrication process leaves resist residues in the area of the devices,
and their composition is likely to change during annealing (such as pyrolysis). However, as
it will be demonstarted shortly, the effect of annealing on the conduction is reversible upon
re-exposure to air and it does not seem that the decomposition of the resist residues affects
the transport properties of the devices. The sample is then cooled down and 30 nm of
Al2O3 is deposited by thermal evaporation. The sample is transferred to an ALD chamber
immediately (the sample is exposed to air for about 20 seconds during the transfer) and
another 50 nm of Al2O3 is deposited. After such a procedure, the samples behave the same
electrically as when they are measured after annealing in a vacuum probe station without
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Figure 4.6: IV curves of a graphene contacted two-terminal buffer layer device in different
conditions. Coating the device with Al2O3 (red curve) has a similar effect as measuring the
device annealed in a vacuum probe station (blue curve). Data for the contaminated device
was multiplied by a factor 10 for visibility (green and brown curves).
any protective layer. A sample that is measured in either of those conditions will be referred
to as a ”clean” sample.
Fig. 4.6 represents the current-voltage (IV) curve of a graphene contacted two-terminal
device measured in air, in vacuum after a 300○C annealing, and with a protective layer of
Al2O3 deposited after annealing at 500
○C. There are significant differences between the IV
curves before and after cleaning the surface. First, the resistance of the device around zero
bias decreases upon annealing by a factor 500. Second, the IV curves of the clean device
are symmetric with respect to positive and negative bias voltage, contrary to the devices
exposed to air. This leads us to discuss a potential contribution from the contacts in the
device resistance.
4.2 Contact vs bulk resistance for clean samples
This section addresses the question of the presence of a Schottky barrier at the junction
of graphene or metal and the buffer layer. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,
the early analyses of the transport in buffer layer devices viewed the Schottky barrier to be
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Figure 4.7: Zero bias resistance of a series of Pd/Au contacted clean buffer layer devices
plotted versus the length of the devices.
Figure 4.8: Zero bias resistance of a series of graphene contacted clean buffer layer devices
plotted versus the length of the devices.
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the dominant source of resistance[153]. With the improved fabrication process developed
in this work, we are able to produce buffer layer devices with a well defined geometry and
dimensions, allowing us to do a more quantitative study. We will present two independent
arguments in favor of a channel dominant device resistance when the sample is clean. The
first argument is the dependence of the resistance on the channel length, as discussed in this
section. The second one is simply that the conduction model that fits the resistance data
in section 4.5, i.e. Mott variable range hopping in two dimensions, does not correspond to
a contact effect, but can only be interpreted as the resistance of the channel.
A series of devices with varying channel length have been fabricated with Pd/Au contacts
as well as with graphene contacts. The two point resistance of each device is measured after
annealing in vacuum and plotted versus the channel length in Fig. 4.7 for metal contacts
and in Fig. 4.8 for graphene contacts. Both series of devices are about 4 µm wide. The
resistance is clearly an increasing function of the channel length, and a rough estimate of
the contact resistance can be extracted from the intercept at zero length. Given the error
bar In both cases, it is virtually negligible compared to the 10 to 20 MΩ bulk resistivity
(extracted from the slope).
So far, the question of contact contribution was only addressed for clean samples, where
it was demonstrated that the bulk resistance is dominating. We will now consider how the
effect of the adsorption of gases on the buffer layer devices.
4.3 Modulation of the conduction
The conductance of buffer layer devices can be modulated in response to external parame-
ters. In particular, the change in conductance induced by the absorption of gases is investi-
gated. We also show that the current in the buffer layer can be slightly tuned by applying
a voltage to a top gate, and how this response is consistent with electron conduction rather
than hole.
4.3.1 Effect of the environment
The difference of behavior between air contaminated devices and annealed ones is striking.
While the behavior of clean devices will be well understood by the end of this chapter, the
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Figure 4.9: a) IV curves of graphene contacted devices exposed to air. Each device length
is indicated in the legend, showing that the positive voltage part of the curve does not scale
with the length of the device. b) IV curves at different temperatures for one of the devices.
The structure in the IVs is more pronounced at low temperature.
conductance of contaminated devices appears to have a more complex origin. It is clear
however that contact effects become prominent. Fig. 4.9 shows how the IV curves shape
changes with each device and with the positive and negative bias for SWGNR contacted
devices when they are contaminated with air. The curves are measured on the same series
of devices as in Fig. 4.8. While the current on the negative voltage side increases as the
length of the device decreases, the current on the positive voltage side does not follow the
same trend This indicates that the channel resistance is not the only limiting effect, and
the contacts need to be taken into account as well for uncleaned devices. A closer look at
the edge of graphene contacts indicates that it is not a straight line but is rather quite a
meandering edge, as shown in the LFM image of Fig. 4.10. The contour of each contact
is different and mini graphene ribbons extend into the buffer layer channel. No attempt is
made here to interpret how this would affect the IV curves quantitatively, but we simply
suggest qualitatively that the structure of the IV curves is related to the specific shape
of each contact. If the current injection at the contact/buffer layer junction is limited
by a Schottky barrier, then the area (or in this case the line) of contacts determines the
resistance: a larger contact would have a lower resistance. In addition, the structure of mini
ribbons could have some charging effect as in a quantum dots leading to the structure in
the IVs, which would be different for each contacts. Similar effects are observed for metal
contacted devices but with less asymmetry between positive and negative bias voltage at
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Figure 4.10: LFM images showing that the edges of graphene are meandering and therefore
quite different from one another. Image b is a zoom in image a.
Figure 4.11: Effect of oxygen adsorption on a metal contacted buffer layer device. a)
Relative change of conductance after introduction of oxygen at time t=0s. b) IV curves of
the devices in different conditions.
room temperature and no pronounced structure, most likely due to the fact that metal
contact edges are much straighter that graphene ones. Finally, the injection of charge
carriers may be different between metal and graphene contacts due to the fact that in the
case of graphene, the contact is between two 2D materials versus 3D to 2D in the case of
metal contacts.
A small survey is performed to identified some of the gases having an effect on the buffer
layer devices not coated with any protective layer. The devices are first annealed around
300○C for 1 hour in vacuum in order to desorb the loosely bound contaminants. Upon
cooling down to room temperature, a constant bias voltage is applied to the two-terminal
device and the current is measured with a lock-in over time. Gas is then introduced into
the chamber as the current is still measured over time. The introduction of 99.999% pure
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nitrogen, helium, or hydrogen at room temperature does not affect the conductance of the
devices at pressures up to several hundreds of millibar. However, Fig. 4.11a shows the
relative change in conductance over time of a metal contacted buffer layer device when a
pressure of 99.999% pure oxygen gas is introduced in the transport measurement chamber
(environment controlled probe station). Each curve is measured after annealing the sample
at 300○C for 1 hour in vacuum before introduction of oxygen in the chamber. Qualitatively,
the rate of the process is an increasing function of the oxygen pressure. It is reasonable
to assume that the process follows a simple Langmuir equation KaP (1 − θ) = Kdθ, where
Ka and Kd are the rate of adsorption and desorption, dependent on the temperature and
on the pressure P. θ is the coverage of the surface. It is interesting to note that the
adsorption of oxygen on buffer layer devices is not a reversible process at room temperature.
Indeed, simply evacuating the chamber off its oxygen pressure does not recover the original
conductance, but merely stops the process of additional adsorption. This means that the
rate of desorption of oxygen on the buffer layer is much slower than the rate of adsorption.
As the rate of desorption is a function of the temperature, annealing the sample increases
the process of oxygen desorption from the surface.
The conductance eventually saturates to a minimum value, as observed after a long
exposure to oxygen. Fig 4.11b shows the IV curves of the same device in air, after annealing
in vacuum, and after exposure to 1 atm of oxygen until saturation of the conductance. The
resistance is the highest for the sample exposed to 1 atm of pure oxygen. This shows that
oxygen is most likely the main component of air influencing the behavior of buffer layer
devices exposed to ambient conditions.
It is known that oxygen is an electron acceptor when adsorbed on graphene[9]. As
a result, it is not unexpected to observe a decrease in conduction when the buffer layer
is exposed to oxygen if electrons are the main charge carriers (see next section on the
effect of a top gate). However, if the buffer layer had the properties of a semiconducting
form of graphene, one would expect a strong p-doping process to eventually remove all
conduction electrons and starts populating the valence band with positive holes. Once the
Fermi level is thereby placed near or in the Valence band, the conduction increases again
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and occur via holes, but this is not observed in our experiment. there seems to be a lack
of symmetry between electrons and holes in the buffer layer. It is possible that the doping
induced by oxygen adsorption is not strong enough to access the valence band, but ARPES
measurements indicate that the Fermi level in undoped buffer layer is only 0.5 eV above it.
It is also known that oxygen adsorption on semiconducting carbon nanotubes induces a
Schottky barrier at the contacts[157, 158], which, as we discussed previously, is very likely
to happen for the buffer layer. Further determination of the barrier height as a function of
oxygen coverage on the device could be interesting.
A similar effect was observed with water vapor as the adsorbing gas, but the purity of
the water was not controlled as well it was for other gases. However, water is also known
to p-dope graphene like oxygen[9].
We also study the effect of the presence of ammonia (NH3). NH3 is a known electron
donor to graphene and carbon nanotubes[9, 159]. In contrast to the case of oxygen adsorp-
tion, the NH3 desorption process seems to have a much higher rate. Fig 4.12 shows the
relative change of conductance over time when successively filling the transport chamber
with 10 mbar of pure NH3 and evacuating it. Before the experiment, the chamber is evac-
uated to 1×10−6 mbar and the sample is annealed to 300○C for 1 hour. As expected, the
presence of the gas increases the conductance indicating an electron doping effect adding
charge carriers to the device. The saturation is reached within a couple seconds and evac-
uating the chamber restores the initial state. An additional effect seems to be present in
the experiment. Indeed, the overall conductance is slowly decreasing overtime regardless of
the presence of NH3 or not. This remains unexplained, although the simplest hypothesis
would be that somehow the sample gets slowly contaminated overtime with a non reversible
process at room temperature, such as oxygen. The NH3 bottle is 99.9999% and the gas
is sent through a purifier so the source of contamination has not been identified and the
experiment should be repeated in a different chamber.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of ammonia adsorption on a metal contacted buffer layer device. The
relative change of conductance is measured over time. The higher conductance state is
observed when the chamber is filled with 10 mbar of NH3 while the lower conductance is
when the chamber is evacuated.
4.3.2 Gated devices
The change in conductance of buffer layer devices in response to the adsorption of gases
indicates that the Fermi level is not pinned and can be shifted. In this section, we address
the field effect in the devices by fabricating and measuring top gated clean buffer layer
devices. A thin film of Al2O3 is deposited on top of SWGNR contacted buffer layer devices
after annealing in vacuum, as described in section 4.1.3. The film thickness is about 30 nm
in total (10 nm deposited by thermal evaporation and 20 nm of ALD). A trilayer Al/Pd/Au
is deposited and patterned on top of the devices to produce the gate metal. IV curves are
recorded for different gate voltages and temperatures. Fig. 4.13 shows how the current
changes with the applied gate voltage in a top gated SWGNR contacted buffer layer device
for temperatures between 50 K and 300 K. The bias voltage is held constant at 1 V. The
measurement is performed in DC conditions. For temperatures under 50 K, the conduction
is below the minimum current measurable by the Keithley 2400. A positive voltage applied
on the gate enhances the current while a negative voltages reduces it, which is consistent
with electrons being the charge carriers in the device. The highest current ratio between
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Figure 4.13: Log plot of the current versus gate voltage for Vbias = 1 V, measured at
various temperatures.
Vgate = -10 V and Vgate = 10 V is Ion/off = 20 at 100 K. The conductance versus gate
voltage characteristics do not have an ambipolar characteristic nor a minimum conductance
which is inconsistent with the idea that a semiconducting buffer layer. The electron mobility











where L and W are the channel length and width and Ci is the capacitance per unit area of
the gate dielectric. In our case, Ci = 29.5 nFcm
−2 for 30 nm thick Al2O3 with εr estimated
at 9.8. The device is 1.2 µm long and 5 µm wide. From the measurement at 300K in Fig.
4.13, this gives a mobility µ = 0.97 cm2V−1s−1. As a comparison, the monolayer graphene
grown on top of the buffer layer has a typical mobility µ > 1000 cm2V−1s−1.
4.4 Magneto-transport
The study of the electrical resistivity as a function of an applied magnetic field can provide
information about the behavior of the charge carriers in a material[161], such as the carrier
type and concentration. Unfortunately, no response above the noise level from a perpen-
dicular magnetic field was observed in the buffer layer. Only an upper limit of the carrier
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Figure 4.14: Hall voltage measurement at 420 K of a graphene contacted Hall bar measured
as a function of an applied perpendicular magnetic field.
mobility in the buffer layer is derived from the data.
4.4.1 Hall measurement
Graphene contacted buffer layer devices in the shape of a Hall bar (Fig. 4.4 a and b) are
measured. Fig. 4.14 shows the Hall voltage divided by the current in the device measured at
420 K for a magnetic field swept between -4 T and 4 T. There seems to be two types of noise,
a high frequency one and some slower drift drift, but no periodicity is observed. Overall,
there is no visible response of the Hall voltage to the applied perpendicular magnetic field.
Given the noise level of approximately 4 kΩ , an upper limit for the Hall coefficient is
4kΩ
8T = 500 Ω/T which would correspond to a minimum value of 1.25×10
12 cm2V−1s−1 for the
carrier density. Given a low bias resistivity of 20 MΩ◻ for this device, the mobility would be
at most 2.5×10−5 cm2V−1s−1. This is only an estimate and the high resistance of the device
makes the measurement difficult. As it was shown in section 4.3.2, the field effect mobility
is much larger. One may note that the Hall voltage is quite large overall because of the
high resistivity of the buffer layer and an unavoidable small misalignment of the contacts
in the Hall bar geometry. This makes the measurement not very reliable. Nevertheless, the
high resistivity and the lack of Hall effect suggest a low mobility of the charge carriers in
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Figure 4.15: Magnetoresistance measurement at 420 K of a graphene contacted two-
terminal device measured as a function of an applied perpendicular magnetic field.
the buffer layer.
4.4.2 Magneto-resistance
Magneto-resistance is the change of resistance of a device in response to an applied magnetic
field. It can be positive of negative[162], or oscillating with the magnitude of the applied
field[3]. It is often linked to the localization and delocalization of the charge carrier in the
presence of a magnetic field.
We performed magnetoresistance measurement on both graphene and Pd/Au contacted
buffer layer devices and observed no change above the noise level in the resistance in response
to a perpendicular magnetic field up to 4 T, at high and low temperatures. Fig. 4.15 shows
an example of magnetoresistance measured at 420 K for a graphene contacted device.
4.5 Observation of Mott’s variable range hopping
The high resistivity of the buffer layer and the lack of Hall effect or magnetoresistance has
left us with little to work on so far, and a model describing the conduction of the charge
carriers in the buffer layer needs to be identified. In this section, the effect of temperature
and applied electric bias are considered, and it is shown that the data fit extremely well the
Mott variable range hopping conduction model.
Temperature always plays an important role in electronic transport, and even a lack
of any temperature dependence is a meaningful piece of information[163]. Similarly, the
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relationship between bias voltage or bias electric field and the conductance of the device
helps identify potential transport mechanisms occurring in the device.
4.5.1 Data acquisition
IV curves are measured over a range of temperature from 4.5 K up to 420 K. The tempera-
ture is controlled within 0.001 K by a PID controller. IV curves are performed by sweeping
the bias voltage across two terminal devices from a Keithley 2400 DC power supply and the
drawn current is measured at each point. This has been done systematically over several
tens of devices fabricated on 6 different samples. The data represented in this chapter fo-
cuses on four different devices. Devices A and C are 4 µm wide SWGNR contacted buffer
layer devices, with a channel length of 1 µm. They have been annealed at 500○C in vacuum
and covered with 70 nm of Al2O3, 20 nm of it thermally evaporated and 50 nm deposited by
ALD. Devices B and D are 4 µm wide Pd/Au contacted buffer layer devices, 0.3 µm long,
not covered by any protective layer. They were however annealed in vacuum at 150○C in
the cryostat before the measurement. They are therefore all considered to be clean devices.
Fig. 4.16 shows the sets of IV curves measured for device A and device B. The curves
are non linear and are symmetrical between positive and negative bias voltages. Device A
shows little temperature dependence below 100 K for high bias voltage, while for device B
it seems less temperature dependent up to 220 K. The analysis in the next two sections
shows however that both devices have the same temperature dependence at low bias and
same bias voltage dependence at low temperature.
The non-Ohmic behavior of the devices is intriguing. Non-Ohmic resistive effects usually
occur in complex components such as semiconductor PN junctions, or at the contacts[163].
There is no evidence for doping inhomogeneity in the buffer layer, although fabrication
processes can sometimes lead to local doping[164]. We have already addressed the issue of
the contacts for clean buffer layer devices, but a third possibility for non linear conductance
is hopping conduction[165], which displays characteristic electric bias and temperature de-
pendence.
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Figure 4.16: IV curves for a) device A and b) device B. As device B is measured in vacuum,
the lack of exchange gas did not allowed the sample to cool all the way down to 4.5K.
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Figure 4.17: Temperature dependence of the zero bias conductance of device A tested for
an Arrhenius behavior. The curve is not a straight line showing the absence or such a
behavior.
4.5.2 Temperature dependence at low bias voltage
We are first considering the conductance at low bias voltage. Doped semiconductors show
an Arrhenius behavior between the conductance G and the temperature T[161]:




where G0 is a frequency factor and EA is an activation energy. Other physical phenomena
display such a general behavior, such as the activation of charge carriers over a Schottky
barrier for example[163]. The plot of the logarithm of the conductance versus 1T for a
system following an Arrhenius dependence on temperature should be a straight line. This
is however not observed in the buffer layer, as exemplified in Fig. 4.17 for device A.
The curve is not straight, but there seems to be some kind of exponential relationship.
We therefore postulate the following Ansatz:


















where T∗ is a constant with the dimensionality of temperature and α an exponent to be
determined. The resistance curve derivative analysis (RCDA)[166] is used to find α. The













Taking the logarithm of equation 14, it becomes:
log(w) = log(α) + α log(T ∗) − α log(T ) (15)
Therefore, a plot of log(w) versus log(T) is linear with a slope of -α. One down side of this
procedure is that it requires smooth data to calculate accurate derivatives or the resulting
plot is too noisy to accurately determine the slope. For some sets of data, the RDCA does
not result in a meaningful or accurate value of α, but for devices with a better defined
temperature dependence, values around 1/3 come up from the analysis as shown in Fig.
4.18 for devices A, B, C and D. This confirms the following relationship:




















The logarithm of the low bias conductance can therefore be plotted against 1
T 1/3
which
gives a linear plot over the range of temperature and current where equation 16 is valid.
As seen in Fig. 4.19, the equation is valid over a several decades of current. The lower
temperature of the validity range is limited by the minimum conductance measurable in
the setup (around exp(-10) or 4.5×10−1 nanosiemens). The values of T∗ for device A,B,C
and D are reported in Fig. 4.24. They are around 106 K.
Equation 16 corresponds to Mott’s variable range hopping in two dimensions[167], in-
dicating that it is the dominant mechanism of conduction in the buffer layer. We shall
describe its physics in the following section.
4.5.3 Variable range hopping conduction
Variable range hopping conduction was first derived to describe low temperature conduction
of negatively doped semiconductors[167]. Here, we introduce the theory following Mott’s
original work, applied to the case of two dimensional materials. At room temperature,
electrons induced by the randomly distributed impurities (dopants) jump to the conduction
band and are free to move through the lattice (left on Fig. 4.20). At low temperatures
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Figure 4.18: Resistance curve derivative analysis of the temperature dependence of the low
bias voltage of devices A, B, C and D. They all give a value of α around 1/3.
however, they are localized by the attractive coulomb potential created by the ion and can
only move by hopping from one site to another available site (right on Fig. 4.20). The
localized electrons can be model as an exponentially decaying wave function centered at the












where Rij is the spacial distance between site i and site j, ξ is the localization length
representing the attenuation length for a hydrogen-like localized wave-function, and Eij is
the energy spacing between the two sites. The first term in the exponential term favors
shorter distance hops, while the second term gives a higher hopping probability for sites
with small energy difference. The competition between those two terms gives rise to variable
range hopping. In its first derivation, Mott made the simple assumption that the further
away from the site the higher probability there is to find a state with energy close to the
initial state. Assuming that the density of states (DOS) N(EF ) around the Fermi level EF
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Figure 4.19: Temperature dependence of the conductance of device A and device B. The
minimum temperature of the range of validity is limited by the minimum current of the
measurement setup.
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Figure 4.20: Basic illustration of carrier transport in a doped semiconductor. At high
temperature (left side), the electrons (blue dots) have enough thermal energy to go into the
conduction band while at low temperature (right side), the conduction occurs via hopping
from one site to another.































where T∗ = 3
kBξ2N(EF )π . Finally the current should be a product of the probability for one






















The constant T∗ has only been qualitatively derived. Calculated with percolation theory





In summary, Mott variable range hopping theory is a formalism aiming to describe the
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physics of localized electrons in a random network of trapping sites. The power of this
theory resides in the simplicity of the initial argument, and the relationship between con-
ductance and temperature given in equation 16 has been observed in many 3D (where 1/3
is replaced by 1/4) and 2D systems: amorphous materials[168, 169, 170, 171], polycrys-
talline materials[172, 173], graphene oxide[174] and graphene reduced oxide[24], quantum
dots solids[175, 176], and quasicrytals[177].
At this point, we would like to point out that electron-electron interaction effects can
occur in a variable range hopping system. The formation of a coulomb gap in the DOS at
low temperature arises from the long range coulomb interaction between electrons, which
adds an extra potential energy to overcome in the process of hopping from one localized site
to another[178]. This reduces the conductivity predicted by Mott and it was shown that
equation 16 is changed to the Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping relation:




















with TES a constant with the dimensionality of temperature and the exponent 1/2 being
the same in all dimensions. The buffer layer transport fits Mott’s version of variable range
hopping rather than Efros-Shkloskii’s, indicating insignificant electron-electron interactions.
Screening of the coulomb interactions has been suggested for a two dimensional variable
range hopping system in the presence of a parallel metal gate[179]. As we will discuss
in the next chapter, the SiC substrate could play a very important role in the presence
of variable range hopping in the buffer layer, and could be responsible as well for such
screening. Alternatively, a cross over from Efros-Shklovskii to Mott variable range hopping
has been observed in quantum dot solids by decreasing the concentration of electrons in
the material[175], indicating that a low concentration of electrons would not experience
a coulomb gap in the DOS. A definitive conclusion regarding the importance of electron-
electron interactions in the buffer layer would require further investigations.
4.5.4 Electric bias dependence at 4.2 K
At this point, we have only analyzed the low bias voltage part of the data measured. The
IV curves of Fig. 4.16 present a clear non-linearity and their shape, as it turns out, is also a
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Figure 4.21: Resistance curve derivative analysis of the voltage dependence of the low bias
voltage of devices A, B, C and D. They all give an value of α around 1/3 despite a large
dispersion devices B and D.
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signature of 2D variable range hopping. The RCDA of the differential conductance G= dIdV
dependence on the electric field E measured at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 4.21 for devices A,
B, C and D. The electric field seems to play a similar role to the temperature as the RCDA
indicates that G(E)∝ exp[1/E1/3].
The specific dependence of the differential conductance G= dIdV on the bias electric field
is another evidence that the contacts (graphene or metal) do not play a dominant role in the
resistance of the buffer layer devices even at low temperature as it fits the hopping model
rather than a Schottky diode equation (log(ISchottky) ∝ Vbias)[180].
It was predicted by Shklovskii that localized electrons in the variable range hopping
regime can be driven out of their trapping sites by an external electric field[181]. This
is a distinct effect from the Poole-Frenkel effect, which occurs when trapped electrons are
moved into the conduction band of a semiconductor by an external electric field[182]. In
the presence of the Poole-Frenkel effect, the logarithm of the current increases as the square
root of the applied voltage while for 2D variable range hopping conduction, it increases as
V−1/3.
In the presence of an external electric field E, the electrons have additional energy. An
elegant way to visualize it is to consider the energy band diagram along the device channel.
A potential difference between source and drain induces a bending in the energy bands, as
shown in Fig. 4.22. As the electric field increases, more states are energetically accessible
to hop to. Even at zero temperature, transport is possible as long as the field is strong
enough. Mathematically, the energy from site i to site j in equation 18 is reduced by the





Maximizing the new expression for P with respect to Rij and evaluating it at zero temper-
ature gives optimal hopping distance:




which finally leads to the zero temperature variable range hopping expression in a strong
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Figure 4.22: The band bending in a strong electric field increases the number of states
accessible by hopping.
electric field:




















where E∗ = kBT
∗
2eξ according to this simple derivation. Equation 26 is in accordance with
our experimental observation (Fig. 4.21). Fig. 4.23 presents the differential conductance
at 4.2 K plotted against 1/E1/3. As expected, the model fits over a wide range of current
down to the minimum measurable current in our setup. The values of E∗ are reported in
Fig. 4.24.
4.5.5 Effective temperature, localization length, and density of states
We have shown that near zero temperature, the electric field plays a role analogous to the
temperature. As T rises, a mixture of thermally activated and electric field driven transport
occurs. The concept of effective temperature (Teff ) as been introduced[183, 184, 185] in an
attempt to unify the effects of temperature and electric field in a hopping system. Marianer
and Shklovskii proposed the following form of Teff [183]:





Figure 4.23: Biased electric field dependence of the conductance of device A and device B
at 4.2 K.
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The factor 0.67 is determined by numerical calculations simulating the hopping transport
in the band tail of amorphous semiconductors, i.e. an exponentially increasing DOS with
energy. As it is pointed out in a review on the concept of effective temperature[186], equation
27 still lacks a physical interpretation. Nevertheless, including Teff in our model implies:




















which we already know works in the limit of T→0 and E→0 for the buffer layer. This gives





The values of T∗ and E∗ are measured for multiple devices coming from different samples
and they are plotted against each other in Fig. 4.24. The data contains both metal-
contacted and SWGNR-contacted buffer layer devices. Besides a few outliers, most of the
data points are falling on a line extrapolating towards the origin (within 3-5%) which is in
agreement with equation 29. If our model is correct, the slope of the fit gives the average
value of kB0.67eξ and we can extract the average localization length ξ, which characterizes
the radial decay of the wavefunction of a localized electron. According to the fit of Fig.
4.24 It is found that ξ=2.19 nm for the buffer layer. Equation 22 relates T∗ with ξ and
N(EF ), the DOS around the Fermi level. The value of T
∗ varies by an order of magnitude,
which means that the DOS around the Fermi level changes slightly from device to device.
N(EF ) is calculated to be between 6.28×10
11 and 1×1013 cm−2eV−1. The outliers devices
of Fig. 4.24 remain unexplained. While the values of T∗ are directly accessible from the
data, the determination of E∗ requires the knowledge of the dimensions of the device in
order to convert the voltage into the electric field. There could be a source of error in what
is expected to be the geometry of the device (problem of fabrication and characterization
of the device) or some unexpected and unknown potential drops could occur in the circuit
(bad contacts, for instance), but the fabrication process of those devices was the same as
the others.
Finally, we attempt to fit the data for all voltages at all temperature according to the
effective temperature model. Until now, we have ignored the pre-exponential factor in our
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Figure 4.24: E∗ plotted versus T∗ for different buffer layer devices and samples. The linear
fit is calculated for the data in red. Blue crosses are outliers and are not taken into account
in the fit.
model. In the variable range hopping picture, it represents the attempt frequency of the
hopping mechanism. Its temperature dependence is often ignored, which is reasonable if the
DOS around the Fermi level is considered to be constant[165]. From the analysis done in Fig.
4.19, its value for device A is about exp(9.7). A nonlinear least square fitting method is ap-
plied at each temperature with ξ as the fitting parameter. The result is shown in Fig. 4.25a
with the corresponding fitted values of ξ as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.25b. The
fitting of the voltage dependence is not perfect and this method gives a lower value of the lo-
calization length (between 0.8 and 1.3) compared to the previous value of 2.19 nm. Nonethe-
less, this shows that the effective temperature model works to a certain extend. A better
determination of the pre-exponential factor form would certainly improve the fits. Advanced
numerical methods such as Monte Carlo simulations are most commonly used to study the
variable range hopping conduction and determine the energy spectrum of the material[187].
We have shown in this chapter how the mobility is limited by the localization of the
electrons in the buffer layer. The trapping of the charges manifests itself by the presence of
a two dimensional Mott variable range hopping conduction. The localization length of the
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Figure 4.25: a) IV curves of device A and their fit according to equation 28 with ξ as a
fitting parameter. b) Fitted values of ξ at each temperature.
electrons is found to be between 0.8 and 2.2 nm, a length scale reminiscent of the 1.8 nm
periodicity of the buffer layer corrugation. So far, we have not commented on the origin of
the localization of electrons, which is the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF THE VARIABLE RANGE HOPPING
CONDUCTION IN THE BUFFER LAYER
The observation of Mott variable range hopping in the epitaxial graphene buffer layer has
come as a surprise. By essence, variable range hopping conduction is associated with dis-
ordered materials. According to solid state physics and Bloch’s theorem, electrons in a
periodic lattice of ions are described by Bloch waves, delocalized wave functions presenting
the same periodicity as the lattice[161]. When that periodicity is broken, Bloch theorem is
no longer valid and localization can occur[188]. We have shown in chapter 3 how the buffer
layer is a well organized graphene layer and not an amorphous or defective material. This
brings up two questions: what is the origin of localization of electrons in the buffer layer,
and why does the transport follow a variable range hopping conduction when the buffer
layer is seemingly a perfectly ordered material? This chapter aims to bring some insight on
those questions by considering possible scenarios regarding this apparent contradiction.
5.1 Electron localization in 2D and quasi 2D systems
We first compare our experimental observations with the hopping transport seen in other
systems with an emphasis on carbon based materials. The similarities and differences be-
tween the buffer layer and those materials are discussed in order to highlight the uniqueness
of the buffer layer.
5.1.1 Variable range hopping in carbon materials
Variable range hopping was initially predicted to be a low temperature phenomenon in order
for the charge carriers to be in a localized regime[167]. We saw in the previous chapter
how the buffer layer exhibits this mode of conduction up to at least 420 K, indicating
quite a significant localization effect, where tunneling between traps persists above room
temperature. Such a large dynamical range of validity has been observed in many materials,
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Figure 5.1: Temperature dependence of amorphous carbon thin films showing a 2D Mott
variable range hopping conduction. From reference [170].
including carbon based ones: amorphous carbon (aC) for example, has been shown to obey
3D Mott variable range hopping between 30 K and 300 K[169] with T∗3D= 7×10
7. As
the thickness of aC is reduced, a transition to 2D transport is observed[170] as shown in
Fig. 5.1. The localization length ξ was then estimated to be 1.2 nm giving N(EF ) = 10
18
eV−1cm−3. A more recent study shows how the model of conduction extends up to 500 K
for hydrogenated aC[189, 190]. The localization is interpreted as π-electrons localized in sp2
clusters embedded in a hydrogenated sp3 carbon matrix. They estimates the contribution
of σ-electron to be negligible in this range of temperature.
The degree of localization was shown to be dependent on the structure of the films, as
reviewed by Robertson[191]. The deposition method can produce either true amorphous
carbon, or carbon with highly conductive path of graphite-like carbon. In addition, the
electrical properties of aC are modified upon heat treatments, first by increasing the DOS
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of hopping sites and eventually leading to graphite nanocrystallization of the films displaying
a metallic behavior.
The high bias conduction in amorphous carbon is also non linear[192, 193]. However, the
field dependence was shown not to follow the effective temperature model: the conductivity
is in the form σ = σ0 exp(E
n/En) where n=2 at low field and n=1/2 at high field. This
was interpreted as a transition from the Apsley-Hughes model[194] (describing intermediate
bias voltage effect in the variable range hopping in 3D) to the Poole-Frenkel effect.
While the behavior of aC resembles the observations made on the buffer layer, aC is very
different structurally as it intrinsically lacks periodicity. In the case of hydrogenated aC,
one expects a range of different sizes of sp2 bonded graphite clusters leading to a spectrum
of energy states within the band gap of aC[195]. This is inconsistent with the regular 6×6
periodicity of the buffer layer.
Variable range hopping has also been observed in functionalized graphene samples, such
as reduced graphene oxide (rGO)[24]. The conduction was found to follow Mott’s model
from 80 K to 300 K with T∗ around 7×105 K which is close to the parameters we found for
the buffer layer. Other studies have also found the high field conduction to follow equation
26 at low temperature[196]. rGO is a disordered material, generally considered to be a
mixture of graphitic islands surrounded by sp3 functionalized graphene oxide boundaries,
reminiscent of the nature of hydrogenated amorphous carbon.
Other systems can display variable range hopping. For the sake of time and relevance,
we will simply list some of them here. Hydrogenated graphene, or graphane, fit the Efros-
Shlovskii model between 10K and 300K, with TES=250K[110]. Mott variable range hop-
ping was observed from 80 K to 300 K for a few layers of non-reduced graphene oxide with
T∗=1×106 K[174]. Both of those materials are expected to be highly disordered due to the
randomness of the functionalization process. We point out that high temperature variable
range hopping (Mott or Efros-Shlovskii) is regularly reported for other two and three dimen-
sional materials such as MoS2[197, 198, 199], black phosphorous[200], or quantum dot solids
of various composition[172, 175, 201, 176, 202]. The case of quantum dot solids is quite
interesting as localization is an intended effect when fabricating these materials. They can
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exhibit a relatively well ordered structure (size distribution of 7%) and yet, the small differ-
ence in energy from dot to dot leads to a variable range hopping type of conduction, both in
the ohmic regime (low bias) and the non linear regime at low temperature[175, 202]. This
suggests that strong disorder may not be a necessary condition for variable range hopping
to occur, as long a the electrons are well localized.
In conclusion of this section, high temperature variable range hopping is commonly
observed in certain materials, suggesting the presence of strongly localized charge carriers
in those systems. In graphitic material, the charges are often considered to be localized
in isolated sp2 islands surrounded by disordered boundaries. While disorder is intrinsic in
those material, the case of quantum dots solids indicates that a strong localization effect
could be more relevant than the randomness of the density of states for variable range
hopping to occur.
5.1.2 Localization in periodic graphene structures
Before we attempt to model the electronic structure of the buffer layer, this section shortly
addresses some localization effect in graphene structures to demonstrate that electron lo-
calization is not always a result of disorder. For example, some interesting phenomenon can
be observed by varying the angle between two graphene layers on top of each other.
Twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) structures have been actively studied in recent years[203,
204, 205, 206]. The electrons are localized on a Moiré pattern in the form of a triangular
lattice in the case of some every specific twisting angles, referred to as ”magic angles”.
Flat bands are predicted to appear at the Fermi level when the twist angle between the
two graphene layers reaches such a magic angle, as a result of the interlayer hybridization.
These interactions manifest themselves as a renormalization of the Fermi velocity at the
Dirac point, which can be visualized as a Dirac cone flattening itself. The Fermi velocity
become zero for magic angles where the interlayer hybridization is stronger that the kinetic
energy, inducing localization of the electrons. In a very recent experiment, the existence of
a Mott insulating phase was observed at very low temperature[207], indicating that local-
ization in a perfectly ordered graphitic system is indeed possible. In fact, Mott transitions
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from a metallic behavior to an insulating state are a more general concept where the single
electron band structure depiction of the electronic transport fails[208]. Many body effects,
not taken into account in the non-interacting electron picture can lead to such transition
when the necessary conditions (temperature, pressure, concentration) are fulfilled. We will
not go into the details of such a rich field of physics, but this points us towards alternative
possibilities regarding the localization in the buffer layer.
5.2 Image charge potential as the origin of localization in the buffer
layer
So far, we have reviewed some 2D and 3D systems with variable range hopping as the
main mode of conduction up to room temperature or above. In particular, electrons in
graphitic systems with disordered phases are subject to a strong localization effect, and
the conduction is only made possible by hopping from one graphite like domain to another.
While exact structure of the buffer layer remains to be determined, it is known that no more
than 26% of the carbon atoms are expected to be close enough to the substrate to create a
covalent bond[67]. Whether or not this bonding involves a change in hybridization to sp3 in
those carbon atoms, this number is much less than the amount of hybridized carbon atoms
in the disorder graphite and graphene systems that we have been referring to.
Another very important point that needs to be emphasized is the fact that the conduc-
tion band of the buffer layer was not observed even after being covered with Cs atoms. The
transport is not consistent with the single electron picture of band structure. In light of
this knowledge of the buffer layer, a simple model of electron localization is developed in
this section.
5.2.1 Classical calculation of the image potential
We recall that the buffer layer is a corrugated graphene layer situated on top of SiC, and
that XRR and XSW analyses have demonstrated that the last layer of SiC, while depleted
in Si atoms, is not significantly corrugated[67]. The distance between the bottom of the
corrugation is estimated to be on the order of an atomic bond length, while the top of the
corrugation is fairly decoupled from the substrate, making the buffer layer quite a unique
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Figure 5.2: Modelization of the buffer layer topography.
system. In addition, STM images and XRD measurement indicate that the surface follows a
6×6 reconstruction with an hexagonal symmetry, giving the corrugation periodicity around
1.8 nm[117, 66]. This is also confirmed by TEM images[68]. From the Mott variable range
conduction analysis, we estimate the electron localization length to be somewhere between
0.8 and 2.2 nm, and we hypothesize that the transport properties are linked to the unique
structure of the buffer layer. In this model, we consider that the interaction with the
substrate does not involve an sp3 hybritization in the buffer layer.
The distance d between SiC and the buffer layer as a function the lateral position (x,y)
can be approximately described by:
d(x, y) = dmin +∆d × fhex(x, y) (30)
where dmin is the minimum distance from the SiC substrate, ∆d is the amplitude of the
corrugation and fhex(x,y) is a function of hexagonal periodicity varying from 0 to 1. It has
the form:




















where a ≈ 1.8 nm is the periodicity of the corrugation. Fig. 5.2 is a surface plot of equation
30 with parameters dmin ≈ 0.18 Å and ∆d ≈ 0.24 Å taken from reference [67].
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Figure 5.3: Image charge potential of a point charge in the buffer layer. a) Image potential
map of a point charge in the buffer as modeled in Fig. 5.2. b) and c) Slices of Vimage along
the x and y directions.
From the model given by equation 30, one can consider the electrostatic potential ex-
perienced by an electron constrained to the buffer layer plane near the surface of SiC.
Elementary electrostatics tells us that a point charge situated at a small distance d near the
surface of a dielectric material sees an attractive potential created by the induced polariza-
tion in the dielectric. A simple way to calculate the strength of this potential is by using the
method of images[85]. The polarized surface creates the same electric field that a fictional
charge of opposite sign at a distance d into the dielectric would create. If we (simplistically)
model an electron in the buffer layer as a negative point charge, the potential energy Vimage







where εSiC ≈10 and εair =1. Fig. 5.3a shows a plot of the image charge potential in the
buffer layer as given by equation 32. Fig. 5.3b and c show that the depth of the potential
wells experienced by electrons in the buffer layer is Ewells = 0.93 eV, corresponding to more
than 10000 K. This is consistent with the localization in the buffer layer observed up to
at least 420 K, as thermionic emission in the form exp[−EwellskBT ] would not give significant
contribution to the current and only tunneling (hopping) from site to site is possible.
While this calculation only considers point charges, it nevertheless points out the im-
portance of the image potential. The depth of the wells is large enough that it certainly
could be the origin of the localization in the buffer layer.
We also consider the influence of slight variations of the distance between the bottom
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Figure 5.4: Realistic image charge in the buffer layer should consider the wave function of
the electron rather than a point charge.
of the buffer layer corrugation and the substrate. A simple difference of 0.05 Å in dmin
leads to a variation of 44 meV in the well depth, indicating a high sensitivity of the image
potential on the actual topography. A realistic buffer layer corrugation may induced an
array of wells with different depth, which could play a role in the manifestation of Mott
variable range hopping in the buffer layer rather than hopping to the nearest well. This
would require further theoretical investigation, and numerical simulations of the transport
in the buffer layer taking into account the image potential of electrons would be insightful.
A more realistic picture should however consider the actual wave function of electrons
in motion through the corrugation of the buffer layer, as depicted in Fig. 5.4. Such a model
involves a quantum mechanical formulation, which we will comment in the next section.
5.2.2 Quantum effects
Without entering into much details, we consider here the quantum mechanical formulation
of the problem. First, it is interesting to note that the image potential only exists where the
electron is. It can therefore viewed as a ”self”-potential leading to self-localization effect.
The idea of self-localization has been of interest in the context of Mott insulators[209] and
in the case of electron-phonon coupling or the formation of polarons[210]. Self-trapping of
electrons due to their image potential was observed by femtosecond time- and angle-resolved
two-photon photoemission spectroscopy in a thin alkane layer on top of a metal[211].
The introduction of the image potential term in the Schrödinger equation was considered
for the case of graphene near a metal surface (such as a gate metal)[212]. As the potential
depends on the electron charge density itself, this leads to a nonlinear Schrödinger’s equation
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Figure 5.5: Schematic view of electron probability density near metal gate and density of














where κ is a dielectric permittivity, m∗ the effective mass of electrons and the integration
is performed over the image charge density as represented in Fig. 5.5. It was shown that
solutions of the NLSE can give rise to localization in graphene up to room temperature,
adding some justification to the idea of image potential effects in the buffer layer. In this
case however, the integration of the potential term should take into account that d is a
function of the position (x,y) in the buffer later rather than a constant.
As mentioned previously, a careful theoretical study of the consequences of image po-
tential in the buffer layer is needed in order to fully understand how it can be linked to
the observed transport properties. It is possible that the randomness required for variable
range hopping arises as fluctuations of purely quantum origins, but our goal here is merely
to show the virtue of this idea.
5.3 Alternative model
We end this chapter by mentioning an alternative model of localization in the buffer layer.
It is quite the opposite of the idea of localization at the bottom of the corrugation, as it
considers the charge density to be concentrated on the areas of the buffer layer that are the
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furthest from the substrate. This model for the localization of electrons has the advantage
to be similar to what has been observed in epitaxial graphene on ruthenium (Ru), where
the large periodic corrugation of the first layer give rise to localization of electron at the
top parts of the Moiré pattern[213]. In connection to the image potential mentioned in
the previous section, two photons time-resolved photoemission experiments unveiled the
localized nature of an image potential state in the hills of the corrugation of the buffer layer
on Ru[214]. Such an experiment would be of interest in further studies on the buffer layer.
Fig. 5.6a, reproduced from [66], shows a proposed model of bonding between the buffer




3 unit cell. As discussed in chapter 3, it
considered there the fact that the buffer layer is incommensurate with the underlying SiC.
A scheme based on lateral distance between carbon atoms of the buffer layer and sili-
con atoms of SiC was the starting point of a tight-binding calculation yielding the charge
density shown in 5.6b. This model yields decoupled graphene islands surrounded by a
mixture of sp2 and sp3 carbon boundaries. Although the tight binding calculations yield
a semiconducting band structure, this model is reminiscent of the embedded graphitic is-
lands in amorphous carbon and rGO. Several issues can be pointed out in this model





3 one, and their band structure does not reproduce important features in
ARPES. In addition, the conduction band and electron-hole symmetry predicted by this
model has not been observed in the buffer layer so far. The size of the graphene ”dot”
is however consistent with our estimation of the localization length and it reflects the
idea of decoupled regions in the buffer layer surrounded by strongly interacting bound-
aries and can be compared to a quantum dot solid; although some amount of disorder in
the size of the islands would be needed to induce the variable range hopping conducion.
Although we are not able to make a definitive conclusion regarding the origin of local-
ization in the buffer layer, we argue that the attractive image potential from the substrate
should not be ignored and could play a significant role in causing self-trapping of the elec-
trons within the corrugation of the buffer layer. The consequences of this self-potential on
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Figure 5.6: (a) A model structure based on modulated SiC layer (Black circles are carbon
unbonded to the SiC. Gold circles are carbon bonded to Si in the interface layer below.).
Red dashed hexagon marks the boundary of an isolated graphene island. (b) The calculated
charge density (arbitrary units) at E=-0.6 eV for the structure in (a). Reproduced from
[66].
the transport properties are not known at this time. Theoretical work using the nonlinear






In this thesis, I presented the investigation of the electronic transport properties of the
buffer layer, the first graphene layer grown on SiC(0001). While the motivations for this
study were geared towards possible applications of the buffer layer as an electronic material,
this work has unveiled some unusual physics taking place in this system.
With improved fabrication processes, graphene and metal contacted buffer layer devices
have been fabricated on single SiC terraces. The surface preparation and the well-defined
geometry of the devices guarantee the integrity of the buffer layer area by preventing shorts
from graphene ribbons growing on natural SiC steps. The contribution of the contacts to
the device resistance was shown to become negligible upon desorbtion of oxygen, indicating
that Ohmic contacts are achievable on the buffer layer as long as the devices are clean
from adsorbed impurities. In the presence of oxygen, the resistance increases by a factor of
several hundred, and the IV curves become non-symmetrical, indicating the formation of a
Schottky barrier. In contrast, the adsorption of ammonia simply enhances the conduction
by adding electrons in the buffer layer. The overall high resistivity of the buffer layer, above
10 MΩ per square for clean samples, can be tuned by about a factor 20 by the voltage applied
on a top gate. These transport results are inconsistent with the predicted semiconducting
properties.
The conduction mechanism in clean buffer layer samples was then studied as a function of
temperature and bias voltage, revealing a two dimensional variable range hopping, following
the theory developed by Sir Nevill Francis Mott. The analysis showed that the electrons
have a localization length between 1 and 2 nm, and the transport is occurring via hopping
from one localized site to another.
This behavior was then interpreted in light of what is known on the atomic and electronic
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structure of the buffer layer. Despite the presence of dispersive states in the valence band
of the buffer layer, we were unable to populate the conduction band by doping the buffer
layer with Cesium atoms. The probable absence of a dispersive conduction band and the
observation that electrons are localized in the buffer layer point towards unconventional
carrier dynamics in the buffer layer. We presented the outline of a model taking into
account the varying potential that electrons in the buffer layer should experience due to
their image charge in the substrate. As a consequence of the corrugation of the buffer layer,
this attractive image force creates potential wells with depth around 0.93 eV, which could
induce localization even at high temperatures.
6.2 Outlook
6.2.1 The buffer layer at high temperature
The model of the image potential views the buffer layer as a corrugated graphene layer on
top of SiC without involving any sp3 hybridization. One would expect such a graphene
layer to decouple from the substrate rather easily, which has been observed by numerous
experiments on intercalation. We hypothesize that during the growth process, the buffer
layer is a free standing graphene layer that turns into a periodically corrugated layer upon
cooling down in due to the interaction with the substrate . Experimentally, this hypothesis
can be verified by characterizing a buffer layer sample at high temperature (possibly above
1000○) and see if it turns into free-standing graphene at higher thermal energy. Several
characterization methods are considered to observe this potential phase transition. Raman
spectroscopy is able to differentiate between graphene and the buffer layer, but the signal
of a single atomic layer is weak and strong infrared radiation from the bulk SiC drowns the
contribution of graphene at high temperature, as observed in our early attempts.
On the other hand, preliminary experiments in collaboration with Pr. Ted Norris at the
university of Michigan have demonstrated the compatibility of time-resolved pump/probe
spectroscopy to discriminate between graphene and the buffer layer, even at 1000○. The
experiment should be performed in a clean chamber in high vacuum to prevent any possible
intercalation from contaminants. This type of spectroscopy involves populating empty
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energy states with a laser pulse (the pump). A second laser pulse (the probe) measures the
transmission for a specific wavelength at a definite time delay after the pump pulse. The
experiment is repeated for different delays between pump and probe resulting in a plot of
the transmission as a function of time, which characterizes the dynamics of charge carriers
in a material. Epitaxial graphene on the Si-face of SiC displays a characteristic peak of
enhanced transmission after the pump[215], while the buffer layer does not, as measured in
our preliminary experiments.
6.2.2 Theoretical work
In this thesis, we have pointed out the importance of the image potential in a system such
as the buffer layer. We believe that it opens the door towards theoretical considerations of
the transport in the buffer layer. The calculations should consider the varying self-potential
of the electrons wave functions in a corrugated graphene layer on top of a dielectric, which
arises as a nonlinear term in the Schrödinger equation.
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